username

time

status

ddenyes

5:59 PM RT @chrkennedy: NEW POST on Culture of Yes - Driving Innovation in K-12 http://t.co/l83RSZ3Q #bcedsfu #bced

UVicPL21

5:56 PM Mtg w/ John Abbott today. Come to his talk tonight at 7:30 @UVic 105 Harry Hickman/stream at #uvicpl21 #bced #bcedsfu http://t.co/W1j5FQwI

bkuhn

5:43 PM RT @bruceontheboard: #bcedsfu Ed has always been about preping kids for the world, I think it should also teach them they will shape what that world looks like!

vicdale

5:39 PM RT @_valeriei: Mtg w/ John Abbott today. Come to his talk tonight at 7:30 @UVic 105 Harry Hickman/stream at #uvicpl21 #bced #bcedsfu http://t.co/DIri3YcP

_valeriei

5:37 PM Mtg w/ John Abbott today. Come to his talk tonight at 7:30 @UVic 105 Harry Hickman/stream at #uvicpl21 #bced #bcedsfu http://t.co/DIri3YcP

Tjtulloch

5:14 PM Again... no Idea what bcedsfu means just whoring out my video to anyone that will watch whatever the trend @virgin953 http://t.co/QRLrptqP

Tjtulloch

5:13 PM #bcedsfu every person trending this should rate and like my vid http://t.co/QRLrptqP go BC Go environment Go SFU...

t_tsai

4:43 PM RT @Davesd45: You must invest in the people who are going to be implementing educational change - Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

slater_45

4:11 PM RT @plorette: An excellent day talking about learning, technology and transformation. thank you to the speakers, participants and organizers. #bcedsfu

MrSurti

4:08 PM RT @ltnpbs: The Arts are integrated with Technology, not replaced by it @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

brad_cunningham

4:05 PM @jagill #bcedsfu Not sure. We have that a bit in my school and cross-pollination is still difficult. Cross-dept team planning? Hmmm...

brad_cunningham

4:02 PM Whole-hearted agreement! @bruceontheboard: #bcedsfu a gathering like today also creates a sense of community.

jgtemple

3:59 PM I would echo others - A great day, great presentations. Though-provoking! Thanks to all presenters/organizers #bcedsfu

brad_cunningham

3:59 PM @Neilstephenson @silkeyardley is there a difference between a skilled storyteller and a skilled lecturer? We all love a good story #bcedsfu

SusanCampo

3:57 PM RT @Neilstephenson: Information might not be scarce anymore but understanding and wisdom still is. #bcedsfu

vicdale

3:56 PM RT @ampwilson: It's less about you and more about them - @chrkennedy on teaching in a "personalized" environment #bcedsfu

bruceontheboard

3:56 PM #bcedsfu Ed has always been about preping kids for the world, I think it should also teach them they will shape what that world looks like!

Keithrispin

3:30 PM @ampwilson @chrkennedy original thinking... Definitely not replace. Definitely different http://t.co/kD5P4maU #bcedplan #bcedsfu

ajgadd

3:23 PM RT @Neilstephenson: Magnusson just said what I love to say. Direct instruction has its place - but requires prof judgement about when/how much. #bcedsfu

ellie_d_grant

3:09 PM Thank you for making it possible for us to participate at a distance. Very though provoking conversations. #bcedsfu

librarymall

3:09 PM @shareski Lectures Are Good.There I Said It. http://t.co/b8iGPAvl #sd36learn #bcedsfu #edchat #bctla #bced #library #libchat divergent idea

Whistlermtngal

3:08 PM Leaving with an overwhelming sense of excitement and anxiety after #bcedsfu So much to plan, do and reflect upon.

bmooreintheloop

3:08 PM RT @Kee2Education: Great day at #bcedsfu . Thx to the organizers & presenters.

MPIreland

3:07 PM RT @sbeleznay: How do we effectively flip pd? @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

3:07 PM RT @plorette: An excellent day talking about learning, technology and transformation. thank you to the speakers, participants and organizers. #bcedsfu

Kee2Education

3:07 PM Great day at #bcedsfu . Thx to the organizers & presenters.

plorette

3:05 PM An excellent day talking about learning, technology and transformation. thank you to the speakers, participants and organizers. #bcedsfu

miguelb

3:03 PM RT @Neilstephenson: Magnusson just said what I love to say. Direct instruction has its place - but requires prof judgement about when/how much. #bcedsfu

Kee2Education

3:01 PM RT @Davesd45: KMagnusson - If the only tool you had was a hammer, everything else looked like a nail. We need to continue to expand our tool box #bcedsfu

4444Charlie

3:00 PM RT @librarymall: Beware of the end of solitude We need to teach stds that they can think for themselves & dream alone & then share with the crowd #bcedsfu

sfueducation

2:59 PM RT @Neilstephenson: Magnusson just said what I love to say. Direct instruction has its place - but requires prof judgement about when/how much. #bcedsfu

sfueducation

2:59 PM RT @Davesd45: KMagnusson - If the only tool you had was a hammer, everything else looked like a nail. We need to continue to expand our tool box #bcedsfu

ampwilson

2:58 PM RT @Davesd45: KMagnusson - If the only tool you had was a hammer, everything else looked like a nail. We need to continue to expand our tool box #bcedsfu

ampwilson

2:57 PM Original thinking was that technology in schools was going to either replace teachers, or make teaching way easier...! @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

plorette

2:57 PM RT @Neilstephenson: Magnusson just said what I love to say. Direct instruction has its place - but requires prof judgement about when/how much. #bcedsfu

datruss

2:57 PM Great post & I like your comment Neil! RT @shareski: @Neilstephenson @SilkeYardley http://t.co/880fZ7zI #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

2:56 PM Magnusson just said what I love to say. Direct instruction has its place - but requires prof judgement about when/how much. #bcedsfu

Davesd45

2:56 PM KMagnusson - If the only tool you had was a hammer, everything else looked like a nail. We need to continue to expand our tool box #bcedsfu

ampwilson

2:55 PM Challenging for students to own their own learning @bkhun - I agree. Also for adults in workplace. #bcedsfu

Kee2Education

2:54 PM RT @ampwilson: Teaching is changing - it doesn't look like the sage on the stage anymore - challenging @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

shareski

2:54 PM @Neilstephenson @SilkeYardley http://t.co/Z9i51y5i #bcedsfu

miguelb

2:54 PM RT @mgraffin: RT @amboe_k Non connected students ( and adults) are missing out on global connection opportunities in a global world. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

miguelb

2:54 PM RT @ampwilson: It's less about you and more about them - @chrkennedy on teaching in a "personalized" environment #bcedsfu

ampwilson

2:53 PM Teaching is changing - it doesn't look like the sage on the stage anymore - challenging @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

2:53 PM @SilkeYardley is there not still a place for a good lecture? I appreciate gathering with other to listen to a good speaker #bcedsfu

srmkennedy

2:53 PM RT @mrjtyler: Couldn't agree more! @ampwilson:"So inspired by Dr. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu -what a panel with @chrkennedy and @bkuhn-totally inspirational”

ampwilson

2:52 PM It's less about you and more about them - @chrkennedy on teaching in a "personalized" environment #bcedsfu

mgraffin

2:52 PM RT @amboe_k Non connected students ( and adults) are missing out on global connection opportunities in a global world. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

Eckoslb

2:51 PM RT @fvdes_news: Teaching changing? Focus is not on what teacher is teaching but what student is learning. #bcedsfu #sd33

librarymall

2:51 PM thx @welshwanderer13 Finland Phenomenon Inside World's Most Surprising School System http://t.co/gLuoK228 #sd36learn #bcedsfu #edchat

deltasd37

2:51 PM RT @ngg37: 3 Rs are still essential, but now so are the 7Cs...(maybe they always were important but we didn't articulate it) #bcedsfu

srmkennedy

2:51 PM RT @ellie_d_grant: @trackermaxx Teach me and I forget ....involve me and I learn ... and let me teach someone else and I have applied my knowledge #bcedsfu

Jasonsand

2:50 PM “@Neilstephenson: Information might not be scarce anymore but understanding and wisdom still is. #bcedsfu” what? Haha so true!

amnewish

2:50 PM @bbeairsto we are trapped by custom - measures of success must change #bcedsfu #sd36learn

fvdes_news

2:50 PM Teaching changing? Focus is not on what teacher is teaching but what student is learning. #bcedsfu #sd33

ellie_d_grant

2:50 PM RT @trackermaxx YES! learning = teaching = learning #bcedsfu

teacherneuf

2:50 PM RT @Neilstephenson: The world of work is changing. Look at this list of emerging jobs: #bcedsfu http://t.co/uSCvCP6l

ampwilson

2:49 PM It's no longer ok for a teacher to say, I taught it but they didn't get it @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

KSaenger

2:49 PM @bbeairsto "We are captured by custom" #bcedsfu #coqtltc #sd48 #sd43

ampwilson

2:48 PM @bbearisto wonderful moderator of complex conversation going on #bcedsfu @chrkennedy @bkhun @careerhawk

trackermaxx

2:48 PM @ellie_d_grant All students should be teachers just as we should be learners #bcedsfu

denverprice

2:47 PM RT @Neilstephenson: RT @amboe_k: Non connected students ( and adults) are missing out on global connection opportunities in a global world. #bcedsfu #sd37

bruceontheboard

2:47 PM #bcedsfu a gathering like today also creates a sense of community. A community of educational leaders. Seems to me as humans we crave commun

librarymall

2:46 PM Kris M. Non connected stds/adults missing out on global connection opportunities in a globalworld #bcedsfu #sd36learn #edchat #library #bced

jagill

2:46 PM #bcedsfu if we changed the physical design of high schools to have english classes next to science, next to art, would there be more mix?

truelove_simon

2:45 PM #bcedsfu In 10 yers - Could you have a conference, or a class, in a 3D imersive environment using avatars?

LorraineJLola

2:44 PM RT @librarymall: Beware of the end of solitude We need to teach stds that they can think for themselves & dream alone & then share with the crowd #bcedsfu

bfwriter

2:44 PM RT @librarymall: Kris Magnusson Help stds to develop sense of pride & how to stay true to themselves = career integrity #sd36learn #bcedsfu #edchat #bctla

sbeleznay

2:44 PM How do we effectively flip pd? @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

ampwilson

2:43 PM Value in buildling relationships face-to-face first, then continue the learning in a more blended environment @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

SilkeYardley

2:43 PM RT @ellie_d_grant: @trackermaxx Teach me and I forget ....involve me and I learn ... and let me teach someone else and I have applied my knowledge #bcedsfu

trackermaxx

2:42 PM @librarymall School is a team sport we are all in the game together. #bcedsfu

SilkeYardley

2:42 PM I agree with Chris Kennedy, why is it that we still present in the stand and deliver model. I hear this, but no change? #bcedsfu

ker251

2:42 PM RT @chrkennedy: @bbeairsto Isn't hybrid DL learning just learning? Absolutely available for all kids in all schools? #bcedsfu

ellie_d_grant

2:41 PM @trackermaxx Teach me and I forget ....involve me and I learn ... and let me teach someone else and I have applied my knowledge #bcedsfu

davemccr

2:41 PM RT @amboe_k: Kris M. Not everyone in a village plays same role. All respected for what they bring. (but does everyone contribute in village) #bcedsfu

amnewish

2:41 PM The 7 C's can cut across artificial segregation of school subjects - they are essential @bbeairsto #bcedsfu #sd36learn

SueTonnesen

2:40 PM Create spaces for real world engagement of problems... #bcedsfu

librarymall

2:39 PM google gives workers 20% dream time for innovation w/ no strings attached TTs can use part of prep to do this #bcedsfu #sd36learn #bced #fun

ngg37

2:38 PM 3 Rs are still essential, but now so are the 7Cs...(maybe they always were important but we didn't articulate it) #bcedsfu

KSaenger

2:38 PM #bcedsfu personalized learning includes students telling their personal stories #coqtltc #coqtltc #sd43 #sd43

chrysalis57

2:38 PM RT @craigcantlie: Need to rethink the idea of career. Career is the constellation of life-roles an individual plays over his or her lifetime. #bcedsfu

librarymall

2:38 PM @amboe_k Kris M. Not everyone in a village plays same role All respected for what they bring & contributions #bcedsfu #sd36learn #tlchat

philipmulder

2:37 PM RT @ngg37: Kids aren't different, but the world is. How do we adapt our teaching to meet their needs? #bcedsfu

amboe_k

2:37 PM RT @jagill @amboe_k in the trad village, there was very little room for those who didn't.

pumpedlibrarian

2:36 PM RT @librarymall: Beware of the end of solitude We need to teach stds that they can think for themselves & dream alone & then share with the crowd #bcedsfu

trackermaxx

2:36 PM @amboe_k Teach me and I forget, show me and I understand, involve me and I learn. Chinese prov. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

amnewish

2:36 PM RT @librarymall: Beware of the end of solitude We need to teach stds that they can think for themselves & dream alone & then share with the crowd #bcedsfu

bobneuf

2:35 PM RT @bkuhn: It's not just instant messaging, it's constant messaging via Kris Magnuson #bcedsfu

tassia_trenaman

2:35 PM RT @Neilstephenson: Information might not be scarce anymore but understanding and wisdom still is. #bcedsfu

sfueducation

2:33 PM RT @amboe_k: Kris M. Not everyone in a village plays same role. All respected for what they bring. (but does everyone contribute in village) #bcedsfu

grantpotter

2:33 PM The Crowd Is Wise (When It’s Focused) http://t.co/Q4GDxGCV #bcedsfu

amboe_k

2:32 PM Kris M. Not everyone in a village plays same role. All respected for what they bring. (but does everyone contribute in village) #bcedsfu

SilkeYardley

2:32 PM RT @ngg37: Kids aren't different, but the world is. How do we adapt our teaching to meet their needs? #bcedsfu

ampwilson

2:32 PM RT @ngg37: Kids aren't different, but the world is. How do we adapt our teaching to meet their needs? #bcedsfu

librarymall

2:32 PM Beware of the end of solitude We need to teach stds that they can think for themselves & dream alone & then share with the crowd #bcedsfu

ampwilson

2:32 PM The english lit major in me responds to digital literacy conversation: "only connect" #emforster #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

2:31 PM RT @amboe_k: Non connected students ( and adults) are missing out on global connection opportunities in a global world. #bcedsfu #sd37

Davesd45

2:31 PM Not everyone in the 'village' raising the child has the same role. We can use the tech media properly to help us thru the process #bcedsfu

davemccr

2:31 PM Chris Kennedy perhaps it is the adults that are missing out on the Technology piece. ##bcedsfu

amboe_k

2:30 PM Non connected students ( and adults) are missing out on global connection opportunities in a global world. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

bobneuf

2:29 PM RT @chrkennedy: @juleong Worried some "cool tools" could distract us from a larger goal. Can only support so many tools. Pick a few to use well #bcedsfu

ngg37

2:29 PM Kids aren't different, but the world is. How do we adapt our teaching to meet their needs? #bcedsfu

jagill

2:28 PM RT @amboe_k: How has the def being educated changed? Skills, context, vol of content. #bcedsfu #sd36learn. Teachers used to know it all. Can't know all

bobneuf

2:28 PM RT @chrkennedy: Yes. RT @ellie_d_grant: @chrkennedy pick a few tools to do well - like pick a few strategies to do well #bcedsfu

amboe_k

2:28 PM RT @Neilstephenson: research states a intimate connection between content and higher order thinking - we can't spilt the two See "how people learn" #bcedsfu

bobneuf

2:27 PM RT @Neilstephenson: Teacher is the intellectual leader of a social group. John Dewey (1910) #bcedsfu

ampwilson

2:26 PM RT @neilstephenson Information might not be scarce anymore but understanding and wisdom still is. #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

2:26 PM research states a intimate connection between content and higher order thinking - we can't spilt the two See "how people learn" #bcedsfu

miguelb

2:26 PM RT @amboe_k: @chrkennedy hard for schools to decide what not to teach. Must keep teaching more. Nothing is being removed or downgrd #bcedsfu #sd36learn

miguelb

2:25 PM RT @brad_cunningham: B. Kuhn - What is worth knowing now? #bcedsfu Hmmmm…difference between facts and thinking?

amboe_k

2:25 PM @chrkennedy hard for schools to decide what not to teach. Must keep teaching more. Nothing is being removed or downgrd #bcedsfu #sd36learn

brad_cunningham

2:24 PM B. Kuhn - What is worth knowing now? #bcedsfu Hmmmm…difference between facts and thinking?

ECCouillard

2:24 PM RT @Neilstephenson: Information might not be scarce anymore but understanding and wisdom still is. #bcedsfu

kayakcari

2:22 PM You don't have to come to school to get the "stuff " anymore. @chriskennedy #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

2:22 PM Information might not be scarce anymore but understanding and wisdom still is. #bcedsfu

truelove_simon

2:22 PM #bcedsfu accessibility of information has changed the role of schools. School not needed to teach info.

amboe_k

2:22 PM Don't have to go to school to get the content. Go to school to engage in the content as a social ongoing process. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

librarymall

2:22 PM Kris Magnusson Help stds to develop sense of pride & how to stay true to themselves = career integrity #sd36learn #bcedsfu #edchat #bctla

bobneuf

2:21 PM RT @amnewish: "We need a suite of data" to get true picture of student success K Magnusson #bcedsfu

gordonpowell

2:21 PM RT @Neilstephenson: "Teacher is the intellectual leader of a social group." John Dewey (1910) #bcedsfu

amboe_k

2:21 PM How has the def being educated changed? Skills, context, vol of content. #bcedsfu #sd36learn. Teachers used to know it all. Can't know all

amboe_k

2:19 PM Current mandate for schools comes from 1989. What we believe today is still there. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

bobneuf

2:19 PM RT @Neilstephenson: The world of work is changing. Look at this list of emerging jobs: #bcedsfu http://t.co/uSCvCP6l

KSaenger

2:19 PM Conversation turns back to learning: historical visual http://t.co/Rgz0puqD #bcedsfu #sd48 #coqtltc

miguelb

2:18 PM #bcedsfu The View with guys. http://t.co/cMwCwvUG

bobneuf

2:18 PM RT @craigcantlie: Need to rethink the idea of career. Career is the constellation of life-roles an individual plays over his or her lifetime. #bcedsfu

sfueducation

2:15 PM RT @ampwilson: Powerful thinktank coming up #bcedsfu @chrkennedy @bkuhn Dr. Kris Magnusson http://t.co/Z8YLxo3u

librarymall

2:12 PM @Neilstephenson Elisa Carlson is @ECSD36 #sd36learn will benefit from your ideas Neil #bcedsfu

beebeetea

2:09 PM RT @chrkennedy: Post by @datruss http://t.co/BJIxAMV8 is helpful to the discussion about infrastructure needs in BC schools http://t.co/BJIxAMV8 #bcedsfu

grantpotter

2:09 PM Panel questions will be posted http://69.90.148.151/qanda - feel free to add your own & listen at: http://t.co/J161zMYA #bcedsfu

ampwilson

2:08 PM Powerful thinktank coming up #bcedsfu @chrkennedy @bkuhn Dr. Kris Magnusson http://t.co/Z8YLxo3u

philipmulder

2:07 PM RT @Neilstephenson: These are the skills that today's employers are looking for. #bcedsfu #bced http://t.co/qgwBAbeF

Kee2Education

2:06 PM RT @ampwilson: If you introduce new technology the #1 thing you have to do is invest in the people who have to deliver it #bcedsfu Dr. Kris Magnusson

SueTonnesen

2:04 PM Personalized learning cannot happen without personalized pathways. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

SueTonnesen

2:02 PM We must invest in our people before implementing change... #bcedsfu

bruceontheboard

1:57 PM RT @brad_cunningham: Optimism. One can hope. K. Magnusson - Leave representational hats at the door and let's talk about what is best for stdnt lrning. #bcedsfu

sfueducation

1:57 PM RT @brad_cunningham: Optimism. One can hope. K. Magnusson - Leave representational hats at the door and let's talk about what is best for stdnt lrning. #bcedsfu

Lorfehr

1:56 PM MT @brad_cunningham: Optimism. K. Magnusson - Leave repl hats at the door and let's talk about what is best for stdnt lrning. #bcedsfu

bfwriter

1:56 PM RT @amboe_k: We need to reinvent learning spaces. Break it if we can. Reinvent again. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #sd36learn

ellie_d_grant

1:56 PM reinvent learning spaces - allow for 'lurking' before confortable engaging - like perching on a couch arm #bcedsfu

sfueducation

1:55 PM RT @amboe_k: We need to reinvent learning spaces. Break it if we can. Reinvent again. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #sd36learn

brad_cunningham

1:54 PM Optimism. One can hope. K. Magnusson - Leave representational hats at the door and let's talk about what is best for stdnt lrning. #bcedsfu

ltnpbs

1:54 PM Great to hear from @careerhawk for a post secondary (SFU) perspective on learning, transformative practice and tech. #bcedsfu#sd45pln

SilkeYardley

1:54 PM Great presentation....makes me realize I need to support our teachers before implementing technology #bcedsfu

ds106radio

1:54 PM LIVE with #ds106radio #bcedsfu Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit http://t.co/BTnj9DvI

amboe_k

1:53 PM We need to reinvent learning spaces. Break it if we can. Reinvent again. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #sd36learn

vjstevenson820

1:53 PM need to blur the lines between levels of education #bcedsfu

mrjtyler

1:52 PM Couldn't agree more! @ampwilson:"So inspired by Dr. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu -what a panel with @chrkennedy and @bkuhn-totally inspirational”

slater_45

1:52 PM What was challenge 1? #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:51 PM And now for the downside of digital literacy - my battery is going . . . #bcedsfu

amboe_k

1:51 PM RT @Davesd45 You must invest in the people who are going to be implementing educational change - Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #sd36learn

SilkeYardley

1:51 PM RT @ampwilson: If you introduce new technology the #1 thing you have to do is invest in the people who have to deliver it #bcedsfu Dr. Kris Magnusson

Davesd45

1:51 PM We need to create multiple pathways to learning opportunity - Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

bfwriter

1:51 PM @careerhawk would love to see you tweet more often. enjoying the #bcedsfu livetweets, wish I had known/could have attended.

sfueducation

1:50 PM RT @plorette: Kris Magnusson - Most important part of this plan, invest in the people who need to make it happen. #bcedsfu

bkuhn

1:50 PM RT @Davesd45: You must invest in the people who are going to be implementing educational change - Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

sfueducation

1:50 PM RT @ampwilson: #1 thing we can do for kids - help them to take pride in who they are and what they do - career integrity #bcedsfu Dr. Kris Magnusson

ampwilson

1:50 PM So inspired by Dr. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu - what a panel with @chrkennedy and @bkuhn - totally inspirational

LombardiMike

1:49 PM RT @ampwilson: Great teachers engage in great teaching using whatever they have around them - Dr. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #vsb39 #bced

jgtemple

1:49 PM RT @ampwilson: If you introduce new technology the #1 thing you have to do is invest in the people who have to deliver it #bcedsfu Dr. Kris Magnusson

KSaenger

1:49 PM #bcedsfu invest in those on the delivery floor #sd48 #coqtltc

miguelb

1:49 PM RT @ampwilson: If you introduce new technology the #1 thing you have to do is invest in the people who have to deliver it #bcedsfu Dr. Kris Magnusson

Davesd45

1:49 PM You must invest in the people who are going to be implementing educational change - Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

plorette

1:49 PM Kris Magnusson - Most important part of this plan, invest in the people who need to make it happen. #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:48 PM If you introduce new technology the #1 thing you have to do is invest in the people who have to deliver it #bcedsfu Dr. Kris Magnusson

jgtemple

1:48 PM RT @ampwilson: Personalized pathways require far greater, far better, far earlier and far more systematic career interventions #bcedsfu Dr. Kris Magnusson

SilkeYardley

1:48 PM I agree! #bcedsfu http://t.co/KYugoJst

bfwriter

1:48 PM RT @ampwilson: Great teachers engage in great teaching using whatever they have around them - Dr. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:48 PM Personalized pathways require far greater, far better, far earlier and far more systematic career interventions #bcedsfu Dr. Kris Magnusson

langleyteacher

1:47 PM RT @cuebc: Preparing for occupational goals through our educational system is silly -k Magnusson #bcedsfu

plorette

1:47 PM Kris Magnusson - Best thing we can do for kids is to help them develop a sense of pride in who they are as a person. #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:47 PM #1 thing we can do for kids - help them to take pride in who they are and what they do - career integrity #bcedsfu Dr. Kris Magnusson

amboe_k

1:47 PM Challenges. Make sense of info. Gumption to keep going. Where do I fit? How be proud of who are? Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #sd36learn

amnewish

1:46 PM RT @Neilstephenson: The world of work is changing. Look at this list of emerging jobs: #bcedsfu http://t.co/uSCvCP6l

bkuhn

1:46 PM RT @ampwilson: Kids have access to so much information today - we need to find ways to help them make sense of it - critical literacy #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:46 PM RT @slater_45 Kris Magnusson on new defnition of career:The constellation of life-roles an individual plays over his/her lifetime #bcedsfu

sfueducation

1:46 PM RT @slater_45: Kris Magnusoson on new defnition of career: The constellation of life-roles an individual plays over his or her lifetime. #bcedsfu

fvdes_news

1:46 PM RT @ampwilson: Kids have access to so much information today - we need to find ways to help them make sense of it - critical literacy #bcedsfu

chrkennedy

1:46 PM RT @craigcantlie: Need to rethink the idea of career. Career is the constellation of life-roles an individual plays over his or her lifetime. #bcedsfu

amnewish

1:45 PM Good career development is in linking passion to potential K Magnusson #bcedsfu #sd36learn

miguelb

1:45 PM RT @slater_45: Kris Magnusoson on new defnition of career: The constellation of life-roles an individual plays over his or her lifetime. #bcedsfu

craigcantlie

1:45 PM Need to rethink the idea of career. Career is the constellation of life-roles an individual plays over his or her lifetime. #bcedsfu

fvdes_news

1:45 PM @ampwilson: We need to find ways to blur the boundaries between K-12 and PS - parallel pathways along with employment #bcedsfu #sd33leaders

sfueducation

1:45 PM RT @plorette: Kris Magnusson - Personalized learning needs personalized pathways #bcedsfu

jgtemple

1:45 PM RT @JMLeiterman: personalized learning won't succeed without personalized pathways to success and employment #bcedsfu

ltnpbs

1:45 PM RT @slater_45: Kris Magnusoson on new defnition of career: The constellation of life-roles an individual plays over his or her lifetime. #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:45 PM Kids have access to so much information today - we need to find ways to help them make sense of it - critical literacy #bcedsfu

bkuhn

1:44 PM RT @JMLeiterman: personalized learning won't succeed without personalized pathways to success and employment #bcedsfu

slater_45

1:44 PM Kris Magnusoson on new defnition of career: The constellation of life-roles an individual plays over his or her lifetime. #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:44 PM Good career development links passion, interest, capability to potential - Dr. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

jgtemple

1:44 PM Career, the constellation of life-roles an individual plays over a lifetime via Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

amboe_k

1:44 PM Career path starts in K. Career is a constellation of life roles. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #sd36learn

sfueducation

1:44 PM RT @Neilstephenson: The world of work is changing. Look at this list of emerging jobs: #bcedsfu http://t.co/uSCvCP6l

mrjtyler

1:43 PM Personalized learning cannot succeed without personalized pathways. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

JMLeiterman

1:43 PM personalized learning won't succeed without personalized pathways to success and employment #bcedsfu

plorette

1:43 PM Kris Magnusson - Personalized learning needs personalized pathways #bcedsfu

jgtemple

1:43 PM We need to find ways to blur the boundaries between levels of education via Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:42 PM We need to find ways to blur the boundaries between K-12 and post-secondary education - parallel pathways along with employment #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

1:41 PM These are the skills that today's employers are looking for. #bcedsfu #bced http://t.co/qgwBAbeF

chrkennedy

1:41 PM RT @Neilstephenson: The world of work is changing. Look at this list of emerging jobs: #bcedsfu http://t.co/uSCvCP6l

amboe_k

1:41 PM http://t.co/i4gCIvXq. Did a waste data handler career exist when you were 16?. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #sd36learn

cuebc

1:41 PM Preparing for occupational goals through our educational system is silly -k Magnusson #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

1:41 PM The world of work is changing. Look at this list of emerging jobs: #bcedsfu http://t.co/uSCvCP6l

brad_cunningham

1:41 PM ME TOO! K. Magnusson - Since I was three, I have wanted to be a weather modification police office! #bcedsfu

jonhamlin

1:41 PM Vacancies/Skills mismatch - what skills you need for the future #bcedsfu http://t.co/AEdyiOcn

ampwilson

1:39 PM Employers cite lack of: problem solving skills (52%) #1 #bcedsfu

bkuhn

1:39 PM If you add exponential change and automation to Kris Magnusson's comments, jobless rates will be much higher (worse) #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:39 PM Economics drives funding - people without jobs/jobs without people. 52% of businesses have difficulty attracting talent #bcedsfu

Kee2Education

1:38 PM RT @amnewish: "We need a suite of data" to get true picture of student success K Magnusson #bcedsfu

chrkennedy

1:38 PM Link to The Perfect Storm - workforce megatrends - Phil Jarvis http://t.co/dzAmcpJ8 #bcedsfu

grantpotter

1:37 PM Phil Jarvis: The Perfect Storm: 4 workforce megatrends you need to know about http://t.co/d1RQ6RwK #bcedsfu

amnewish

1:37 PM We need a suite of data to get true picture of student success K Magnusson #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:37 PM Global financial crisis + changing demographics + upskilling of jobs + uprepared workforce = perfect storm #bcedsfu we can help prepare kids

sfueducation

1:35 PM RT @ltnpbs: Ranking schools is goofy- all kids coming from different places. Must measure how far kids have come: tell that story K Magnusson #bcedsfu

sfueducation

1:34 PM RT @ampwilson: Impact evaluation as a gorilla activity - latest writing by Dr. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

JMLeiterman

1:34 PM We should be measuring how far a student has come, not just what point we've got them to-standardized tests miss the point #bcedsfu

SilkeYardley

1:34 PM RT @plorette: Kris Magnusson - "The digital device doesn't matter, but the resulting relationships do" #bcedsfu

chrkennedy

1:34 PM Yes, my opportunity for growth. RT @bkuhn: @KVKerrigan I think @chrkennedy is doing this #bcedsfu

Kee2Education

1:34 PM RT @ltnpbs: Ranking schools is goofy- all kids coming from different places. Must measure how far kids have come: tell that story K Magnusson #bcedsfu

SilkeYardley

1:34 PM RT @ampwilson: The device doesn't matter - the process of creating potential for opportunities for learning matters #bcedsfu

amboe_k

1:33 PM Students are differentially advantaged when starting school. It is how far we get them, not where they are. Kris M #bcedsfu #sd36learn

ltnpbs

1:33 PM Ranking schools is goofy- all kids coming from different places. Must measure how far kids have come: tell that story K Magnusson #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:33 PM Impact evaluation as a gorilla activity - latest writing by Dr. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

sfueducation

1:32 PM RT @bkuhn: Need to be outcome focused evidence-based in practice via Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

jgtemple

1:32 PM Key to effective interventions #bcedsfu http://t.co/KKoDI0hE

grantpotter

1:31 PM Seeking Evidence of Impact: Opportunities and Needs http://t.co/JV0sNKLz #bcedsfu

brad_cunningham

1:31 PM Kris Magnusson - What will be the impact on their lives? Shouldn't this be the question we are always asking? #bcedsfu

miguelb

1:30 PM RT @amboe_k: An intervention is both a process and an outcome. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #sd36learn

Kee2Education

1:30 PM RT @plorette: Kris Magnusson - "The digital device doesn't matter, but the resulting relationships do" #bcedsfu

KVKerrigan

1:30 PM Anyone able/want to compile the tweets from today's presentations? #bcedsfu

amboe_k

1:30 PM An intervention is both a process and an outcome. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #sd36learn

bkuhn

1:29 PM Need to be outcome focused evidence-based in practice via Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:27 PM The system vs. service delivery - a pretty significant disconnect today Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

sfueducation

1:27 PM RT @bkuhn: Processes and relationships matter far more then the type of device via Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

cynitech

1:27 PM RT @bkuhn: Processes and relationships matter far more then the type of device via Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:26 PM The device doesn't matter - the process of creating potential for opportunities for learning matters #bcedsfu

plorette

1:26 PM Kris Magnusson - "The digital device doesn't matter, but the resulting relationships do" #bcedsfu

amnewish

1:26 PM New idea? Teacher as intellectual leader of a social group Dewey,1910. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

ltnpbs

1:26 PM Transforming Education - Quality of Relationships/Nature of Interactions with students- Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #sd45pln

bkuhn

1:26 PM Processes and relationships matter far more then the type of device via Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

jgtemple

1:26 PM The device doesn't matter, but the process used...#bcedsfu

jgtemple

1:25 PM Transforming Education depends on quality of relationships and nature of interactions between players #bcedsfu

sbeleznay

1:25 PM RT @Neilstephenson: Teacher is the intellectual leader of a social group. John Dewey (1910) #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:25 PM Transforming education: quality of relationships and nature of interactions at the core #bcedsfu

sfueducation

1:25 PM RT @chrkennedy: .@careerhawk references the very popular YouTube Video - Middle Ages Tech Support http://t.co/wWrG5J2I #bcedsfu - still funny

mrjtyler

1:25 PM How may a teacher use technology to show intellectual leadership? Kris Magnuson #bcedsfu

brad_cunningham

1:24 PM HA! I'm too slow for this group - the quote is already tweeted three times before I get there! #bcedsfu

sfueducation

1:24 PM RT @bkuhn: The teacher is the intellectual leader of a social group via Kris Magnusson. From 1910 #bcedsfu

MHyndes

1:24 PM Wisdom begins in wonder.Kris Magnusson SFU Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

1:24 PM RT @amboe_k: Core issues, always been - indiv learn needs, context, resources avail, creative connections Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #sd36learn

Kee2Education

1:24 PM K. Magnusson: how do we help people share experience, exchange w/ each other?

ellie_d_grant

1:24 PM @plorette how technology help us to share an experience - K class SkypePlay #kinderchat project around the world with friends #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:24 PM The teacher is the intellectual leader of a social group - John Dewey 1910 #bcedsfu

bkuhn

1:24 PM RT @Neilstephenson: Teacher is the intellectual leader of a social group. John Dewey (1910) #bcedsfu

chrkennedy

1:24 PM .@careerhawk references the very popular YouTube Video - Middle Ages Tech Support http://t.co/wWrG5J2I #bcedsfu - still funny

amboe_k

1:24 PM Teacher is the intellectual leader of a social group. John Dewey 1910. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #sd36learn. How change goals from content?

CarolynBroady

1:24 PM Teacher is the intellectual leader of a social group. #bcedsfu

jgtemple

1:24 PM The teacher is the intellectual leader of a social group via John Dewey (1910) #bcedsfu

bkuhn

1:24 PM RT @ampwilson: BOOK - Broad-based Organized Operational Knowledge device. Wonderful. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

bkuhn

1:23 PM The teacher is the intellectual leader of a social group via Kris Magnusson. From 1910 #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

1:23 PM Teacher is the intellectual leader of a social group. John Dewey (1910) #bcedsfu

amboe_k

1:22 PM Broad based organized operational knowledge -a book. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #sd36learn

ampwilson

1:22 PM BOOK - Broad-based Organized Operational Knowledge device. Wonderful. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

jgtemple

1:22 PM Core Question: how do we help people to use technology to engage with one another and share experience? #bcedsfu

sfueducation

1:22 PM RT @jgtemple: Core teaching remains the same, things that we can do with technology to enable this are astounding via Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

bkuhn

1:22 PM RT @jgtemple: Core teaching remains the same, things that we can do with technology to enable this are astounding via Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:21 PM How do we help people share experience - technology really opens this door. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

1:21 PM Kris magnussons thoughts remind me of @Braddo the ancients stole all our best ideas. #bcedsfu

ellie_d_grant

1:21 PM @cuebc Wisdom begins in wonder! Love it! ... no matter the learners age #bcedsfu

bkuhn

1:21 PM RT @ampwilson: Wisdom begins in wonder - fostered in inquiry and debate (Socrates) - Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

sfueducation

1:21 PM RT @bkuhn: Wisdom begins in wonder via Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

chrkennedy

1:21 PM Yes. RT @ellie_d_grant: @chrkennedy pick a few tools to do well - like pick a few strategies to do well #bcedsfu

plorette

1:21 PM Kris Magnusson "Wisdom begins with wonder" @careerhawk #bcedsfu

jgtemple

1:21 PM Core teaching remains the same, things that we can do with technology to enable this are astounding via Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

mrjtyler

1:21 PM RT @ampwilson: I bet Dr. Kris Magnusson changed kids lives as a K-12 classroom teacher - brilliant, engaging speaker #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:20 PM Wisdom begins in wonder - fostered in inquiry and debate (Socrates) - Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

ellie_d_grant

1:20 PM @chrkennedy pick a few tools to do well - like pick a few strategies to do well #bcedsfu

Tutster21

1:20 PM RT @Kee2Education: Kris Magnusson: we impose our standards on kids, & then wonder why we're losing them. #bcedsfu

bkuhn

1:20 PM Wisdom begins in wonder via Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

amboe_k

1:20 PM Teaching sca process remain the same the tools are different Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #sd36learn. Wisdom begins in wonder

kayakcari

1:20 PM Wisdom begins in wonder. Kris Magnussen @bcedsfu

cuebc

1:20 PM Wisdom begins in wonder. #bcedsfu

sfueducation

1:20 PM RT @ampwilson: I bet Dr. Kris Magnusson changed kids lives as a K-12 classroom teacher - brilliant, engaging speaker #bcedsfu

Rklytheseatosky

1:19 PM RT @bkuhn: Great teachers engage in great learning with whatever tools they have around them via Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

chrkennedy

1:19 PM @juleong Worried some "cool tools" could distract us from a larger goal. Can only support so many tools. Pick a few to use well #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:18 PM I bet Dr. Kris Magnusson changed kids lives as a K-12 classroom teacher - brilliant, engaging speaker #bcedsfu

Rklytheseatosky

1:18 PM RT @chrkennedy: RT @mlabounty: When we are dealing with education in the classroom we are dealing with a culture shift @careerhawk #bcedsfu

sfueducation

1:18 PM RT @ampwilson: Great teachers engage in great teaching using whatever they have around them - Dr. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

mrjtyler

1:18 PM Good education = individual learning needs, learning context, learning resources, creative connections -K.Magnuson #bcedsfu

SilkeYardley

1:18 PM RT @marlenegolf: Brilliant teachers are one who can make creative connections #bcedsfu

brad_cunningham

1:17 PM RT @bkuhn: Great teachers engage in great learning with whatever tools they have around them via Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

bkuhn

1:17 PM RT @ampwilson: Great teachers engage in great teaching using whatever they have around them - Dr. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

sfueducation

1:17 PM RT @plorette: Kris Magnusson @careerhawk is discussing the issue of a "cultural divide" in the context of technology and education #bcedsfu #sd48

rmfaris

1:17 PM @ltnpbs Thank everyone for their tweets. Wish I could have been there. Look forward to hearing more. #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:17 PM Great teachers engage in great teaching using whatever they have around them - Dr. Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

bkuhn

1:17 PM Great teachers engage in great learning with whatever tools they have around them via Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

marlenegolf

1:16 PM Brilliant teachers are one who can make creative connections #bcedsfu

sfueducation

1:16 PM RT @Kee2Education: Kris Magnusson: we impose our standards on kids, & then wonder why we're losing them. #bcedsfu

plorette

1:16 PM Kris Magnusson @careerhawk is discussing the issue of a "cultural divide" in the context of technology and education #bcedsfu #sd48

ampwilson

1:16 PM RT @bkuhn It's not just instant messaging, it's constant messaging via Kris Magnuson #bcedsfu

juleong

1:15 PM Didn't hear it all but wondering what @Chrkennedy meant when he said he didn't believe in the use of clickers in schools? #bcedsfu e.mazure?

ltnpbs

1:15 PM Know what your own assumptions are before developing new strategies for implementation of new programs in schools- Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

Kee2Education

1:15 PM Kris Magnusson: we impose our standards on kids, & then wonder why we're losing them. #bcedsfu

bkuhn

1:15 PM RT @cuebc: #bcedsfu Kris Magnusson making a case of how technology can be used to separate us, and create classes of people.

bkuhn

1:15 PM Need to understand the world view of culturally different people (non-technical) via Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

amboe_k

1:15 PM Intervention be aware of own assumptions Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #sd36learn

SilkeYardley

1:14 PM RT @amboe_k: Kris Magnusson not instant messaging for students. Constant messaging. Are we ready for this culture? Am I ?. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

SilkeYardley

1:14 PM How do we engage in cross cultural education? #bcedsfu

cuebc

1:14 PM #bcedsfu how do we engage in cross cultural education when it comes to technology in education

amboe_k

1:14 PM RT @mlabounty: When we are dealing with education in the classroom we are dealing with a culture shift @careerhawk #bcedsfu #sd36learn

Neilstephenson

1:14 PM RT @ECCouillard: So awesome! Grade 5s cycle their way to a renewable-energy powered classroom! http://t.co/Y1UopUZy #bcedsfu #scied #bced

sfueducation

1:13 PM RT @chrkennedy: RT @mlabounty: When we are dealing with education in the classroom we are dealing with a culture shift @careerhawk #bcedsfu

amboe_k

1:13 PM Monoculturalism based on belief of superiority and power to dominate Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #sd36learn

cuebc

1:13 PM #bcedsfu Kris Magnusson making a case of how technology can be used to separate us, and create classes of people.

ampwilson

1:13 PM @WestVanSchools out in force at #bcedsfu digital learning conference today http://t.co/rnIAFO6w

chrkennedy

1:12 PM RT @mlabounty: When we are dealing with education in the classroom we are dealing with a culture shift @careerhawk #bcedsfu

ker251

1:12 PM RT @Davesd45: "We're never as good as the one's coming up behind us" in the era of technology #bcedsfu

SilkeYardley

1:12 PM RT @miguelb: Need for cultural shift. #bcedsfu http://t.co/fx3gqqfH http://t.co/akzAIRIN

SilkeYardley

1:11 PM RT @JMLeiterman: Dr. Kris Magnusson: Question is not “how do we integrate technology into the classroom”, but “how do we improve student learning” #bcedsfu

amboe_k

1:11 PM Kris Magnusson not instant messaging for students. Constant messaging. Are we ready for this culture? Am I ?. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

ccitsd79

1:10 PM RT @amboe_k: Kris Magnusson. Tech is not the biggest issue. The biggest is the culture divide between admin / teachers and students. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

mrjtyler

1:10 PM RT @bkuhn: It's not just instant messaging, it's constant messaging via Kris Magnuson #bcedsfu

mrjtyler

1:10 PM RT @ampwilson: We're dinosaurs in this technology age - divide between us and kids today Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

sfueducation

1:10 PM RT @amboe_k: Kris Magnusson. Tech is not the biggest issue. The biggest is the culture divide between admin / teachers and students. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

bkuhn

1:09 PM It's not just instant messaging, it's constant messaging via Kris Magnuson #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:09 PM We're dinosaurs in this technology age - divide between us and kids today Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu

vicdale

1:09 PM RT @JMLeiterman: Dr. Kris Magnusson: Question is not “how do we integrate technology into the classroom”, but “how do we improve student learning” #bcedsfu

amboe_k

1:09 PM Kris Magnusson. Tech is not the biggest issue. The biggest is the culture divide between admin / teachers and students. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

Davesd45

1:08 PM We're never as good as the one's coming up behind us in the era of technology #bcedsfu

sfueducation

1:08 PM RT @Davesd45: Kris Magnusson - the issue of 'how do we improve student learning' will ALWAYS be the challenge. #bcedsfu

miguelb

1:08 PM Need for cultural shift. #bcedsfu http://t.co/fx3gqqfH http://t.co/akzAIRIN

bkuhn

1:08 PM How to bridge the cultural divide via technology #bcedsfu

ampwilson

1:07 PM Love it RT @bbeairsto @bruceonboard The tech party is a flash mob. No need for an invite. Just come and dive in. #bcedsfu

JMLeiterman

1:07 PM Dr. Kris Magnusson: Question is not “how do we integrate technology into the classroom”, but “how do we improve student learning” #bcedsfu

Davesd45

1:06 PM Kris Magnusson - the issue of 'how do we improve student learning' will ALWAYS be the challenge. #bcedsfu

chrkennedy

1:06 PM RT @ampwilson: @chrkennedy @bmooreintheloop @SteveRauh talking #bced at #bcedsfu conf today - targeting tech for max student benefit http://t.co/gyNmjkKO

ker251

1:06 PM Technology...using tools in a way that solves problems Kris Magnusson #bcedsfu #edtech

sbeleznay

1:06 PM RT @plorette: @bbeairsto "What are our anchors that will keep us grounded through the unknowns in the next five years in education?" #bcedsfu #sd48

sfueducation

1:05 PM RT @miguelb: Kris Magnusson addressing #bcedsfu http://t.co/0PwDmjf8 http://t.co/usKIgzV1

MHyndes

1:05 PM RT @Rklytheseatosky: #bcedsfu - support experimentation, showcase new learning, plan for the plan to change. Great words from Brian Kuhn!

ellie_d_grant

1:04 PM @MrReidWSS @Wrights27 importance of staff dev and ongoing tech support for the rapid changes #bcedsfu

miguelb

1:04 PM Kris Magnusson addressing #bcedsfu http://t.co/0PwDmjf8 http://t.co/usKIgzV1

Wrightsd27

1:00 PM What processes have SD used to put tech in teachers hands and provide professional learning? #bcedsfu #sd27

MrReidWSS

1:00 PM If you look at edtech research/journals this part frequently noted as Bng left out. “@Wrightsd27: Importance of staff development” #bcedsfu

ampwilson

12:59 PM @chrkennedy @bmooreintheloop @SteveRauh talking #bced at #bcedsfu conf today - targeting tech for max student benefit http://t.co/gyNmjkKO

Wrightsd27

12:57 PM Looking forward to more comments about challenge of 5 year tech plan to support learning with fiscal demands and rapid change #bcedsfu #sd27

rwd01

12:56 PM RT @bbeairsto: @bruceonboard The tech party is a flash mob. No need for an invite. Just come and dive in. #bcedsfu

Lorfehr

12:52 PM RT @MindShiftKQED: The imp of teaching kids how to self-regulate as they become immersed in using digil tools.

rwd01

12:51 PM RT @plorette: @bbeairsto "What are our anchors that will keep us grounded through the unknowns in the next five years in education?" #bcedsfu #sd48

grantpotter

12:51 PM StackExchange-style question and answer platform for #bcedsfu panel discussions http://69.90.148.151/qanda - no user/pass required #bcedsfu

ellie_d_grant

12:50 PM @bruceontheboard tech in teachers hands first ...? first ... I wonder what we can learn from our learners about tech ?same time #bcedsfu

bbeairsto

12:43 PM @bruceonboard The tech party is a flash mob. No need for an invite. Just come and dive in. #bcedsfu

Keithrispin

12:35 PM @jmcconville1000 @bruceontheboard the invite is not all that complicated. Politicians will complicate out of habit #bcedplan #bcedsfu

grantpotter

12:26 PM Panel Questions - How about we try some social Q&A with a voting feature? http://69.90.148.151/qanda - try listing them here #bcedsfu

gborthis

12:22 PM RT @SilkeYardley: Great morning! Looking forward to learning more about supporting technology #bcedsfu

mrdeol

12:19 PM @amboe_k thanks for keeping us informed about #bcedsfu - looks like a very healthy & balanced discussion #sd36learn

TrendsmapCanada

12:15 PM #commandments, 'ggas', #bcedsfu & 'explicit' are now trending in Canada http://t.co/lVOQYOjo

jmcconville1000

12:14 PM @bruceontheboard agreed - we can't expect teachers to adopt and allow new practices if they aren't invited to the technology game #bcedsfu

SilkeYardley

12:13 PM Great morning! Looking forward to learning more about supporting technology #bcedsfu

YorkFurstenwald

12:12 PM RT @Keithrispin: Safe manufactured environment doesn't prepare kids for real world. Kids need to create + meaningful digital footprint in Real world #bcedsfu

JHarb_PP

12:10 PM RT @amboe_k: @bbeairsto. Don't have to be a mechanic to effectively use Vehicle. Don't have to be techy to use technology. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

bruceontheboard

12:09 PM @Lorfehr: #bcedsfu TQ#3 How can we leverage our buying power across Districts? Does the BCSTA have a roll to play in this concept?

mrdeol

12:06 PM RT @cuebc: Parents buying their kids smartphones and Xbox would make a better investment with a learning device - but need to consult teachers #bcedsfu

bruceontheboard

12:06 PM RT @Lorfehr: #bcedsfu

mrdeol

12:06 PM MT “@Keithrispin: we've been struggling with DL 4 2 long, blended is future if we are going to make it work" >also + fair funding #bcedsfu

bruceontheboard

12:04 PM #bcedsfu #bced consensus around the room that tech needs to be put in teachers hands first, supported by principals and VP? What say you?

ellie_d_grant

11:59 AM @sfueducation students and hopefully life long learners that keep asking the whys? and what next? questions #bcedsfu

sfueducation

11:57 AM RT @ampwilson: @bbeairsto @chrkennedy @davidwees We are all students :) keeps us humble #bcedsfu

ellie_d_grant

11:57 AM @brad_cunningham play!! and real, authentic reasons for the questions we ask, the research we do #bcedsfu

ellie_d_grant

11:56 AM can we have mastery in an every changing world? should we individually be striving for it? or collaboration, sharing collective exp #bcedsfu

Lorfehr

11:51 AM #bcedsfu

MommaYomma

11:50 AM RT @Keithrispin: @chrkennedy @bbeairsto We have been struggling with DL 4 2 long, blended is the future if we are going to make it work #bcedplan #bcedsfu

technolandy

11:49 AM RT @ampwilson: No jurisdiction has the money to put a device in every child's hand - 1/3 owned, 1/3 leased, 1/3 provided is a strategy @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

ampwilson

11:49 AM @bbeairsto @chrkennedy @davidwees We are all students :) keeps us humble #bcedsfu

Lorfehr

11:47 AM TQ#1: Can we have a common Provincial portal? #bcedsfu

ampwilson

11:47 AM RT @MPIreland: @bkuhn You or I may not choose a handheld for writing, but kids will #bcedsfu

sfueducation

11:47 AM RT @Rklytheseatosky: #bcedsfu - support experimentation, showcase new learning, plan for the plan to change. Great words from Brian Kuhn!

amboe_k

11:46 AM RT @plorette: @bbeairsto "What are our anchors that will keep us grounded through the unknowns in the next five years in education?" #bcedsfu #sd48

ampwilson

11:46 AM @Savz93 SFU tech conference on targeting technology for maximum student benefit. Define old - at your peril, of course! #bcedsfu

Keithrispin

11:45 AM Safe manufactured environment doesn't prepare kids for real world. Kids need to create + meaningful digital footprint in Real world #bcedsfu

Rklytheseatosky

11:44 AM #bcedsfu - support experimentation, showcase new learning, plan for the plan to change. Great words from Brian Kuhn!

SueTonnesen

11:43 AM Reports cards in a digital format is interesting...@bkuhn #bcedsfu

plorette

11:43 AM @bbeairsto "What are our anchors that will keep us grounded through the unknowns in the next five years in education?" #bcedsfu #sd48

KSaenger

11:42 AM #bcedsfu common threads...showcase new learning, document learning, make learning visible #sd48 #coqtltc

JMLeiterman

11:41 AM Surfing vs mastery - will the former replace the latter? should it? #bcedsfu

ampwilson

11:41 AM I'm into mastery-I'm a teacher-this idea of playing in a sandbox makes me feel uneasy. I want an anchor. @bbeairsto #bcedsfu

SueTonnesen

11:41 AM Support experimentation, showcase new learning, Plan for the plan to change @bkuhn #bcedsfu

amboe_k

11:41 AM RT @cuebc Schools provide student "dashboard" needs of safe places to share work, and have features of social networks #bcedsfu #sd36learn

brad_cunningham

11:40 AM I think that play has an important role to, well, play in the inclusion of technology into the classroom and teaching practice #bcedsfu

amnewish

11:40 AM @bkuhn will bookable devices foster more purposeful tasks? #bcedsfu #sd36learn

grantpotter

11:40 AM #sd45 student blog-a-thons http://t.co/rNJyOfkB #bcedsfu

Tutster21

11:39 AM How to normalize 21st cntry skills for tchrs, prnts.Students coming into schools with these skills whether the system ready or not#bcedsfu

amboe_k

11:39 AM RT @cuebc Parents buy their kids smartphones & Xbox -better to invest in learning device - but need to consult teachers #bcedsfu #sd36learn

robzandee

11:38 AM Excellent presentation by @bkhun #bcedsfu

cuebc

11:38 AM Schools provide student "dashboard" needs to provide safe places to share work, and have features of social networks #bcedsfu

rwd01

11:38 AM RT @amboe_k: @bbeairsto. Don't have to be a mechanic to effectively use Vehicle. Don't have to be techy to use technology. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

rwd01

11:38 AM RT @amboe_k: @bbeairsto. Don't have to be a mechanic to effectively use Vehicle. Don't have to be techy to use technology. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

ampwilson

11:38 AM Professional learning is essential - also sustainable funding, support for experimentation. Plan for the plan to change. @bkuhn #bcedsfu

ampwilson

11:38 AM Professional learning is essential - also sustainable funding, support for experimentation. Plan for the plan to change. @bkuhn #bcedsfu

rwd01

11:38 AM RT @amboe_k: B Beairsto. 21th C learning same as 20th bringing personal skills to be successful in outside world to the fore. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

rwd01

11:38 AM RT @amboe_k: B Beairsto. 21th C learning same as 20th bringing personal skills to be successful in outside world to the fore. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

brad_cunningham

11:38 AM wow. that talk went quickly! so much to consider! #bcedsfu

Kee2Education

11:37 AM RT @amboe_k: RT @Kee2Education B. Kuhn: you or i may not choose a handheld for writing, but kids will.... #bcedsfu #sd36learn. Who gets to make choice?

amboe_k

11:37 AM RT @kayakcari Teachers need technology in their hands - this is crucial if they are to become leaders! #bcedsfu #sd36learn

kayakcari

11:37 AM Shout out to WVSD dashboards!! #bcedsfu

davemccr

11:36 AM Add to the list. Big Screen Tv. Much success with Plasma and LCD. No bulbs to change. Cost effective too #bcedsfu @bkuhn

sfueducation

11:36 AM RT @tmalloff: @bkuhn essential principles: evergreen, pilot & grow, prep to adjust, byod, teacher tech in hands #bcedsfu

amboe_k

11:35 AM @bkuhn If a technology sticks with a teacher, leave it with them. If only needed part time have a team share set. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

dunkinsd48

11:35 AM RT @ampwilson: RT @kayakcari Teachers need technology in their hands - this is crucial if they are to become leaders! #bcedsfu

_jenkennedy

11:35 AM RT @cuebc: Parents buying their kids smartphones and Xbox would make a better investment with a learning device - but need to consult teachers #bcedsfu

amboe_k

11:34 AM @bkuhn Teachers need to provided tools 24hr a day to integrate into the way we do things not a special experience. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

ampwilson

11:34 AM RT @kayakcari Teachers need technology in their hands - this is crucial if they are to become leaders! #bcedsfu

Tutster21

11:34 AM Pilot and grow!!!! Start small grow big... These are basic transformational steps #bcedsfu

kayakcari

11:34 AM RT @amboe_k It's important for teachers to feel they can start small or start big - forward movement is the key! #bcedsfu

grantpotter

11:34 AM BYOD Point/Counterpoint http://t.co/2xW18qir #bcedsfu

davemccr

11:33 AM @bkuhn If teachers need to have access to laptops, would there be benefit to "credits/stipends" instead of district purchase? #bcedsfu

ampwilson

11:33 AM Research and invest in common software in districts @bkuhn #bcedsfu

jgtemple

11:33 AM Follow #bcedsfu for tweets on Targeting Technology for Maximum student benefit - so much good stuff! #jeffstuff #admin69 #teachlearn69

cuebc

11:33 AM Parents buying their kids smartphones and Xbox would make a better investment with a learning device - but need to consult teachers #bcedsfu

ampwilson

11:32 AM 3 stages: Preparing (literacy), Exploring (adaptive), Transforming @bkuhn #bcedsfu

miguelb

11:32 AM RT @tmalloff: @bkuhn essential principles: evergreen, pilot & grow, prep to adjust, byod, teacher tech in hands #bcedsfu

sfueducation

11:32 AM RT @MPIreland: @bkuhn You or I may not choose a handheld for writing, but kids will #bcedsfu

plorette

11:32 AM @bkuhn "We need to get technology in the hands of teachers" #bcedsfu #sd48

Keithrispin

11:32 AM Our Future? Love this video http://t.co/dg5v8wam but only for the wealthy? #bcedsfu Are we out pacing our ability to integrate tech #edtech

kayakcari

11:32 AM Teachers need technology in their hands - this is crucial if they are to become leaders! #bcedsfu

amboe_k

11:32 AM RT @kayakcari Importance of ongoing professional learning is key #bcedsfu #sd36learn. Starting where teacher is at. Choice to where go to

sfueducation

11:31 AM RT @brad_cunningham: B. Kuhn - teachers need to have and play with the technology. Learn it to teach with it. #bcedsfu

tedjohn3

11:31 AM @Savz93 old people talking about young people's education. check it out! Have a say #bcedsfu

tmalloff

11:31 AM @bkuhn essential principles: evergreen, pilot & grow, prep to adjust, byod, teacher tech in hands #bcedsfu

ampwilson

11:31 AM Try things, experiment, if it works for kids then invest in it - pilot and grow @bkuhn #bcedsfu

Davesd45

11:30 AM @BKuhn - As students and families see personal devices being welcomed in school there will be an increasing presence in our classes #bcedsfu

SueTonnesen

11:30 AM Change is being driven by Technology...B Kuhn #bcedsfu

ltnpbs

11:30 AM RT @craigcantlie: Multi-media report cards sound like a brilliant way to demonstrate student understanding/progress for parents. #bcedsfu

craigcantlie

11:30 AM Multi-media report cards sound like a brilliant way to demonstrate student understanding/progress for parents. #bcedsfu

plorette

11:30 AM how can the world be confident in public education if we haven't embraced technology the way our kids have? #bcedsfu #sd48

mrjtyler

11:29 AM RT @brad_cunningham: B. Kuhn - teachers need to have and play with the technology. Learn it to teach with it. #bcedsfu

amboe_k

11:29 AM RT @Kee2Education B. Kuhn: you or i may not choose a handheld for writing, but kids will.... #bcedsfu #sd36learn. Who gets to make choice?

ampwilson

11:29 AM Show teachers the possibility and importance of technology - understanding and support follow @bkuhn #bcedsfu

brad_cunningham

11:28 AM B. Kuhn - teachers need to have and play with the technology. Learn it to teach with it. #bcedsfu

JMLeiterman

11:28 AM want yourdistrict staff involved in change? make sure they know what's possible, what the change can look like #bcedsfu

davemccr

11:28 AM Common theme? Staff need to be comfortable and engaged in using technology to be effective Pro-D is key as is access #bcedsfu #CUEBC

Savz93

11:28 AM #bcedsfu <<<<no idea what this is...but it gets alot of old ppl talking...NEXT!

fvdes_news

11:27 AM RT @bruceontheboard: #bcedsfu #bced seeing how kids are already learning using Tech today kinda makes me wish I was 10 again!

Tutster21

11:27 AM Support for teachers is key #bcedsfu

ampwilson

11:27 AM Professional learning - teachers need collaborative time to make digital learning the "new norm" @bkuhn #bcedsfu

jkellett

11:27 AM RT @Davesd45: @BKuhn - Ongoing professional learning is essential for technology to be an effective tool. #bcedsfu

Tutster21

11:26 AM Teaching kids critical skills at a young age i.e. value of $... How can we add value to the learning it's not all about technology #bcedsfu

ampwilson

11:26 AM Staff development teams: research and design, learning teams (action research), workshops @bkuhn #bcedsfu

marlenegolf

11:25 AM RT @bbeairsto: Hey, even Chris has to ask how to do stuff (archive a twitter chat). That's reassuring for me! @chrkennedy @davidwees #bcedsfu

kayakcari

11:25 AM Importance of ongoing professional learning is key #bcedsfu

Davesd45

11:25 AM @BKuhn - Ongoing professional learning is essential for technology to be an effective tool. #bcedsfu

amnewish

11:24 AM @bkuhn Important to distinguish between fake real and real real experiences when exploring digital learning #bcedsfu #sd36learn

MPIreland

11:24 AM @bkuhn You or I may not choose a handheld for writing, but kids will #bcedsfu

tmalloff

11:24 AM Virtual Worlds Moodlemeet w @GordHolden http://t.co/4QxiWUpm reg free #bcedsfu #edtechbc

chrkennedy

11:24 AM RT @TrendsVancouver: #bcedsfu is now trending in #Vancouver http://t.co/yzRPdCpB

Kee2Education

11:23 AM B. Kuhn: you or i may not choose a handheld for writing, but kids will.... #bcedsfu

TrendsVancouver

11:23 AM #bcedsfu is now trending in #Vancouver http://t.co/yzRPdCpB

craigcantlie

11:23 AM interesting new learning tool discovered today. Looking forward to checking it out http://t.co/4pqLPoi7 #bcedsfu @bkuhn

brad_cunningham

11:23 AM don't discount smaller devices for writing; kids can and like to use them for writing. many a rap was composed on an ipod #bcedsfu

bbeairsto

11:22 AM Hey, even Chris has to ask how to do stuff (archive a twitter chat). That's reassuring for me! @chrkennedy @davidwees #bcedsfu

sforseth000

11:22 AM RT @Wrightsd27: Important considerations to plan tech infrastructure for digital literacy for teachers/ students-integration into all learning#bcedsfu #sd27

Tutster21

11:21 AM Standardization is out... Need to provide students an environment in which they can use tools that work for them to be successful #bcedsfu

ampwilson

11:21 AM I'm excited to learn - that's the core, isn't it? Student in @bkuhn 's video #bcedsfu

cuebc

11:21 AM @bkuhn is saying that the computer lab still has value and can be effective for learning #bcedsfu

Wrightsd27

11:20 AM Important considerations to plan tech infrastructure for digital literacy for teachers/ students-integration into all learning#bcedsfu #sd27

davidwees

11:20 AM @chrkennedy Search for "Archivist Desktop" and you should find it. Make sure to export to Excel. #bcedsfu

juleong

11:20 AM http://t.co/FJ71glUf 3D immersive learning initiative like second life #bcedsfu

tmalloff

11:20 AM Quest Atlantis Remixed http://t.co/ivyl7DXI free, but requires PD to be part of project #bcedsfu #edtechbc

bruceontheboard

11:20 AM #bcedsfu #bced seeing how kids are already learning using Tech today kinda makes me wish I was 10 again!

ltnpbs

11:19 AM a universe of virtual worlds for exploring, collaborating and learning - BC Learning NEXUS @bkuhns #bcedsfu

robzandee

11:19 AM Access is key #bcedsfu

Davesd45

11:19 AM @BKuhn - 3D immersive learning has the potential to transform DL in the next 5 years #bcedsfu

Tutster21

11:19 AM RT @jagill: Love that I am now seeing more technology appearing in math classes like scratch - thx MIT @bkuhn #bcedsfu how can we promote this more?

bbeairsto

11:19 AM Tool, Tutor, Tutee (http://t.co/5Aa9PxRj) - Is this old taxonomy of computer uses still a good way to think about possibilities? #bcedsfu

ampwilson

11:18 AM Put yourself into the "shoes" of the person, place or thing you are learning about - safely in a virtual world @bkuhn #bcedsfu

robzandee

11:18 AM Interesting concepts in 3D immersive learning #bcedsfu

grantpotter

11:17 AM New K-12 3D multi-user virtual environment initiative http://t.co/ZFJ34P7n #bcedsfu

unbc_ctlt

11:17 AM RT @grantpotter: Interested in different approaches to 'textbooks' - check out @sleslie recent blog posts http://t.co/S3iXvV3S #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

11:16 AM .@bbeairsto is mere access to info what we want? Or deep understanding? #bcedsfu

ampwilson

11:16 AM Transformative stage - imagine that you _are_ the thing you are learning about - 3D immersive learning @bkuhn #bcedsfu

ltnpbs

11:16 AM Finding ways to communicate learning through technology is important. We need to find effective ways for students @bkuhn #bcedsfu

JMLeiterman

11:16 AM instant feedback offered by some educational sites - does it accelerate the learning curve, as well as increasing engagement? #bcedsfu

jagill

11:16 AM Love that I am now seeing more technology appearing in math classes like scratch - thx MIT @bkuhn #bcedsfu how can we promote this more?

sbeleznay

11:16 AM RT @chrkennedy: Post by @datruss http://t.co/BJIxAMV8 is helpful to the discussion about infrastructure needs in BC schools http://t.co/BJIxAMV8 #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

11:16 AM RT @bbeairsto: So, if a tech tool will do it (calculate, graph etc) does this make it unimportant for kids to learn? Nope! So what does it mean? #bcedsfu

bbeairsto

11:15 AM So, if a tech tool will do it (calculate, graph etc) does this make it unimportant for kids to learn? Nope! So what does it mean? #bcedsfu

datruss

11:15 AM RT @amboe_k: RT @szekulin @chrkennedy rocks house at Targeting Tech for Max Student Benefit conf. Slides http://t.co/WAuQAx2J #bcedsfu #sd36learn

brad_cunningham

11:15 AM students' knwldge of tech reminds me when my student taught me to use prezi! #bcedsfu they are teachers and learners; true collabortation!

grantpotter

11:15 AM UVic SPARCS club does some great work with Scratch with elementary school students http://t.co/os774UIy #bcedsfu

amboe_k

11:14 AM RT @szekulin @chrkennedy rocks house at Targeting Tech for Max Student Benefit conf. Slides http://t.co/WAuQAx2J #bcedsfu #sd36learn

SueTonnesen

11:14 AM RT @Davesd45: Brian Khun - digital writing can result in greater amount of text than pen&paper in the same amount of time #bcedsfu

rpaterson

11:13 AM RT @amboe_k: @chrkennedy Technology support reports to business side of organization. Wrong. Have decision making by educators #sd36learn #bcedsfu

Tutster21

11:12 AM RT @chrkennedy: Post by @datruss http://t.co/BJIxAMV8 is helpful to the discussion about infrastructure needs in BC schools http://t.co/BJIxAMV8 #bcedsfu

ampwilson

11:12 AM @Keithrispin Exactly. @bkuhn is showing videos of kids learning, creating, expressing, sharing #bcedsfu

szekulin

11:11 AM RT @bcedplan: @chrkennedy rocks house at Targeting Tech for Max Student Benefit conf. Slides + post http://t.co/MTjxHqIJ #bcedsfu #bcedplan

chrkennedy

11:11 AM .@davidwees what tool do you use to save Twitter hashtag chats? Nice to save this one today #bcedsfu

ampwilson

11:10 AM Architects building new schools in district are using Google Sketchup - same free tool that Gr. 6 students are using @bkuhn #bcedsfu

Keithrispin

11:10 AM @ampwilson Create content... Was telling that to UVIC student teachers not 10 minute ago. #edtech #bcedsfu Content creators, not consumers.

Tutster21

11:10 AM Wow... Students create science promotional video.. What a great use of skills!!! #bcedsfu @bkuhn

chrkennedy

11:09 AM Post by @datruss http://t.co/BJIxAMV8 is helpful to the discussion about infrastructure needs in BC schools http://t.co/BJIxAMV8 #bcedsfu

brad_cunningham

11:09 AM @sbeleznay @bkuhn readers transformed by technology, too? #bcedsfu

ltnpbs

11:09 AM RT @bbeairsto: @bkuhn Try Wolfram Alpha or Ngram Viewer on Google. Enables great questioning for inquiry. #bcedsfu

amboe_k

11:09 AM RT @bmooreintheloop Has anyone assigned an "open internet test"? @bkuhn #bcedsfu #bced #sd36learn Yes, Surrey Auto teacher :)

ampwilson

11:09 AM Important to be media literate - know how to create content using various media @bkuhn #bcedsfu

Lorfehr

11:08 AM MT @bbearisto:Distributed Intelligence (David Perkins) is the future and it needs tech. The lone wolf student is the past. #bcedsfu #bced

JoanChafe

11:08 AM RT @JMLeiterman: b kuhn: redefine the notion of literacy in our digital age; c kennedy said, it's now being able to find the info, and use it well #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

11:08 AM RT @bmooreintheloop: Has anyone assigned an "open internet test"? @bkuhn #bcedsfu #engchat #edchat #bced

sbeleznay

11:07 AM Reading is transformed by technology @bkuhn #bcedsfu

fvdes_news

11:07 AM “@bbeairsto: @bkuhn Try Wolfram Alpha or Ngram Viewer on Google. Enables great questioning for inquiry. #bcedsfu”

Tutster21

11:07 AM RT @amboe_k: RT @bbeairsto @bkuhn Try Wolfram Alpha or Ngram Viewer on Google. Enables great questioning for inquiry. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

grantpotter

11:07 AM Interested in different approaches to 'textbooks' - check out @sleslie recent blog posts http://t.co/S3iXvV3S #bcedsfu

ampwilson

11:06 AM Reading has been transformed by technology - customize, aggragate content @bkuhn #bcedsfu

PeterVogel

11:06 AM @bbeairsto @bkuhn re: Wolfram|Alpha Too bad the real power in Wolfram Alpha is going subscription today... $3/month for students. #bcedsfu

bmooreintheloop

11:06 AM Has anyone assigned an "open internet test"? @bkuhn #bcedsfu #engchat #edchat #bced

amboe_k

11:05 AM RT @bbeairsto @bkuhn Try Wolfram Alpha or Ngram Viewer on Google. Enables great questioning for inquiry. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

amboe_k

11:05 AM @bkuhn what if teachers or admin could only write on computer 40 min per week? Students can write 8x in 5 minutes #bcedsfu #sd36learn

SteveRauh

11:05 AM RT @bbeairsto: @bkuhn Try Wolfram Alpha or Ngram Viewer on Google. Enables great questioning for inquiry. #bcedsfu

Keithrispin

11:05 AM @chrkennedy @bbeairsto We have been struggling with DL 4 2 long, blended is the future if we are going to make it work #bcedplan #bcedsfu

Davesd45

11:04 AM Brian Khun - digital writing can result in greater amount of text than pen&paper in the same amount of time #bcedsfu

bbeairsto

11:04 AM Distributed Intelligence (David Perkins) is the future and it needs technology. The lone wolf student is a thing of the past. #bcedsfu

ampwilson

11:04 AM Google Books ngram tool fascinating learning push to deeper content via @bkuhn #bcedsfu

marlenegolf

11:03 AM Anything that is important, someone is going to retweet #bcedsfu

amboe_k

11:03 AM @bkuhn Ask better questions? What if Japan earthquake occurred closer to shore? Who needs a list of Prime Ministers? #bcedsfu #sd36learn

sfueducation

11:03 AM RT @amboe_k: @bkuhn students with a flat map - geog'lly illiterate - wrong def of literacy. With G maps they ask - strt or sat view #bcedsfu #sd36learn

Neilstephenson

11:02 AM Want a cool example of google ngram? Graph learning versus teaching.. #bcedsfu

Keithrispin

11:02 AM RT @cuebc: What's a personally owned device strategy look like? We need a strategy other than "bring em if you got'em" @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

bbeairsto

11:01 AM @bkuhn Try Wolfram Alpha or Ngram Viewer on Google. Enables great questioning for inquiry. #bcedsfu

JMLeiterman

11:01 AM b kuhn: redefine the notion of literacy in our digital age; c kennedy said, it's now being able to find the info, and use it well #bcedsfu

ampwilson

11:01 AM @bkuhn showing real-life learning with digital tools - access is effecient and effective and instant #bcedsfu

ker251

11:00 AM Brian Kuhn "Perhaps it's not illiteracy, it's the wrong literacy." We need to personalize, give kids flexible tools #bcedsfu , #ipads69

sfueducation

11:00 AM RT @MHyndes: @bkuhn now speaking at SFU Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit. One of Coquitlam's Shining Stars! #bcedsfu

ampwilson

10:59 AM Digital lit provides a 3D learning opportunity-maps, for e.g. @bkuhn #bcedsfu

chrkennedy

10:59 AM @bbeairsto I am challenged by the "DL" label - as we have used it to mean something different than "normal" #bcedsfu

brad_cunningham

10:58 AM UDL supports all learners; if our most vulnerable learners are supported, everyone will feel included; creating community support #bcedsfu

ampwilson

10:57 AM @bkuhn Digital apps - free, accessible for special needs students, enhanced communications. Game changer. #bcedsfu

michellek107

10:57 AM RT @chrkennedy: Be careful with the spam that is showing up on the #bcedsfu Twitter feed - don't click on links that are not part of conversation

vicdale

10:57 AM RT @Neilstephenson: I appreciates the focus on learning woven throughout @chrkennedy 's great talk. #bcedsfu

fvdes_news

10:57 AM technology manipulative can give students feedback right away. #bcedsfu #sd33leaders #edtechbc

sbeleznay

10:57 AM RT @bbeairsto: Is DL past its best by date? @chrkennedy Hybrid DL provides powerful benefits when used for students in a single school or dist #bcedsfu

MrReidWSS

10:57 AM RT @cuebc: What's a personally owned device strategy look like? We need a strategy other than "bring em if you got'em" @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

cuebc

10:56 AM @bkuhn technology makes it efficient to make adaptations for UDL classrooms #bcedsfu

amboe_k

10:56 AM RT @chrkennedy @bbeairsto Isn't hybrid DL learning just learning? Absolutely available for all kids in all schools? #bcedsfu #sd36learn

amboe_k

10:56 AM RT @bbeairsto Is DL past its best by date? Hybrid DL provides powerful benefits for students in a single school or dist #bcedsfu #sd36learn

jmcconville1000

10:56 AM @ampwilson @chrkennedy Good plan but how do we ensure consistency of experience with broad variety of technology capabilities? #bcedsfu

chrkennedy

10:55 AM @bbeairsto Isn't hybrid DL learning just learning? Absolutely available for all kids in all schools? #bcedsfu

Kee2Education

10:54 AM RT @chrkennedy: Be careful with the spam that is showing up on the #bcedsfu Twitter feed - don't click on links that are not part of conversation

Lorfehr

10:54 AM RT @Neilstephenson: I appreciates the focus on learning woven throughout @chrkennedy 's great talk. #bcedsfu

bbeairsto

10:54 AM Is DL past its best by date? @chrkennedy Hybrid DL provides powerful benefits when used for students in a single school or dist #bcedsfu

Tutster21

10:54 AM #bcedsfu have to remember the diversity of students and how technology can support their learning

SD8PLN

10:54 AM RT @tmalloff: Modeling digital literacy is critical for learning leaders #bcedsfu #sd8_pln

sbeleznay

10:53 AM RT @ker251: Brian Kuhn "We need to adapt with vigor so we don't steal our students' future." #bcedsfu #bced

tmalloff

10:51 AM 3D immersive technology one step beyond 2d IWBs? #edtechbc #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

10:50 AM I appreciates the focus on learning woven throughout @chrkennedy 's great talk. #bcedsfu

marlenegolf

10:50 AM Professional learning for teachers is essential #bcedsfu

gordonpowell

10:50 AM RT @LombardiMike: @Chrkennedy Teacher-Librarians can lead the technology movement in schools! #vsb39 #bcedsfu

MHyndes

10:50 AM @bkuhn now speaking at SFU Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit. One of Coquitlam's Shining Stars! #bcedsfu

chrkennedy

10:49 AM Be careful with the spam that is showing up on the #bcedsfu Twitter feed - don't click on links that are not part of conversation

Neilstephenson

10:49 AM Great to finally hear from @bkuhn after following him on twitter for so long. #bcedsfu

marlenegolf

10:48 AM classroom of inquiry, the new way to go #bcedsfu

tmalloff

10:47 AM Shared access for DDs is a first step to integration #bcedsfu

fvdes_news

10:47 AM Good things can happen with shared access #bcedsfu #sd33leaders

ker251

10:44 AM Brian Kuhn "We need to adapt with vigor so we don't steal our students' future." #bcedsfu #bced

sfueducation

10:44 AM RT @bcedplan: @chrkennedy rocks house at Targeting Tech for Max Student Benefit conf. Slides + post http://t.co/MTjxHqIJ #bcedsfu #bcedplan

amnewish

10:44 AM RT@sbeleznay: Personalization is http://t.co/FeDyOUM8

ds106radio

10:43 AM LIVE with #ds106radio #bcedsfu Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit http://t.co/BTnj9DvI

miguelb

10:43 AM @bkuhn addressing #bcedsfu Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit: a Journey http://t.co/ZAUJQiU9

craigcantlie

10:39 AM RTing myself. Twitter faux pas? Matches well with the discussion today at #bcedsfu. http://t.co/OV0po6Dj #sd45pln

SilkeYardley

10:36 AM RT @MHyndes: Personalized does not equal individualized #bcedsfu @chrkennedy

SilkeYardley

10:36 AM RT @librarymall: @ampwilson: Don't get distractd by interactve wboards - they are teacher-centric, complex @chrkennedy #bcedsfu #sd36learn #bctla #bctla

craigcantlie

10:34 AM At the Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit conference. #bcedsfu

SilkeYardley

10:33 AM Amazing information this morning at the conference! #bcedsfu

bcedplan

10:32 AM @chrkennedy rocks house at Targeting Tech for Max Student Benefit conf. Slides + post http://t.co/MTjxHqIJ #bcedsfu #bcedplan

MusingMaven

10:27 AM RT @bruceontheboard: #bcedsfu teachers and BCTF need not fear technology is not meant to replace you! :) Embrace it we need and want you on board!

iPodLiteracy

10:22 AM RT @amboe_k @miguelb Personalized is not Individualized. #bcedsfu @chrkennedy http://t.co/nup5Y0eP #sd36learn #ONTed #CTchat

Keithrispin

10:22 AM @robzandee @bruceontheboard Fear? Ha!!!! I laugh In the face of tech everyday. It does not own me... I own it! #bcedsfu #bcedplan

MPIreland

10:21 AM We don't want on-line learning happening somewhere else we want it in the schools @chrkennedy #bcedsfu #edchat

bcedplan

10:12 AM RT @edupaige: @chrkennedy personalized learning is NOT individualized - there are still *givens* for every student #bcedsfu @bcedplan

ker251

10:10 AM RT @sbeleznay: Personalization is http://t.co/bhCUW3sc

robzandee

10:09 AM RT @bruceontheboard: #bcedsfu teachers and BCTF need not fear technology is not meant to replace you! :) Embrace it we need and want you on board!

johnnybevacqua

10:08 AM Nice! RT @sbeleznay: Personalization is http://t.co/plflBITr

bruceontheboard

10:08 AM #bcedsfu teachers and BCTF need not fear technology is not meant to replace you! :) Embrace it we need and want you on board!

sbeleznay

10:06 AM RT @mSchlemko: “@bkuhn: "if I'd asked my customers what they wanted, they would have told me 'a faster horse', Henry Ford via @chrkennedy #bcedsfu”

Kee2Education

10:05 AM Sometimes we send the wrong kids to DL. Sometimes the kids who need more adults, get less. #bcedsfu

meier_j

10:03 AM RT @mSchlemko: “@bkuhn: "if I'd asked my customers what they wanted, they would have told me 'a faster horse', Henry Ford via @chrkennedy #bcedsfu”

dj_turner

9:59 AM RT @mSchlemko @bkuhn "if I'd asked my customers what they wanted, they would have told me 'a faster horse', H.Ford via @chrkennedy #bcedsfu”

t_tsai

9:58 AM RT @Davesd45: CKennedy - Only when you show what is possible can we make a significant difference. It's not about working harder. #bcedsfu

_osbc

9:57 AM RT @bcedplan: Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit conference today. Follow convo at #bcedsfu. #bcedplan

bctla

9:57 AM RT @LombardiMike: @Chrkennedy Teacher-Librarians can lead the technology movement in schools! #vsb39 #bcedsfu

robzandee

9:56 AM Personalized learning does not equal individualized learning - chris kennedy #bcedsfu

Rklytheseatosky

9:56 AM RT @mSchlemko: “@bkuhn: "if I'd asked my customers what they wanted, they would have told me 'a faster horse', Henry Ford via @chrkennedy #bcedsfu”

sbeleznay

9:56 AM Personalization is http://t.co/bhCUW3sc

aaronmueller

9:55 AM .@cuebc RE: bad fits for DL is illustrating the important place of Counsellors, guiding students thru good pers decision making. #bcedsfu

ampwilson

9:55 AM Cheers in the room for @chrkennedy following prez at @sfueducation this morning - wow #bcedsfu

vicdale

9:54 AM RT @librarymall: @ampwilson: Don't get distractd by interactve wboards - they are teacher-centric, complex @chrkennedy #bcedsfu #sd36learn #bctla #bctla

amnewish

9:53 AM @chrkennedy PISA 2015 will ask st to collaborate in a digital environment #bcedsfu #sd36learn the time is NOW

mrjtyler

9:53 AM RT @Davesd45: Personalized learning is NOT individualized learning -- it's not have 200 different lesson plans for each teacher @chrkennedy # bcedsfu

mSchlemko

9:53 AM “@bkuhn: "if I'd asked my customers what they wanted, they would have told me 'a faster horse', Henry Ford via @chrkennedy #bcedsfu”

amboe_k

9:52 AM RT @miguelb Personalized is not Individualized. #bcedsfu @chrkennedy http://t.co/7uAOUV5e #sd36learn

amboe_k

9:52 AM RT @kayakcari: Devices need to be in kid's hands - on demand, as needed, no "sign out", just as ubiquitous as a pencil #bcedsfu

cuebc

9:52 AM Every class a blended class, but the degree to which it is blended depends on age, or grade, or teacher @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

DLGYVR

9:52 AM #bcedsfu

ampwilson

9:52 AM At year 5, every class is a blended class - goal of 5 year digital learning road map @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

bruceontheboard

9:51 AM #bcedsfu Targeting Tech. Exciting things to come for students in BC. Great to see so many Ed leaders here!! Stay tuned for more.

Tutster21

9:51 AM Can't dismiss online lrning.. works for some and not for others. Gives choice, flexibility and students some ownership #bcedsfu

plorette

9:51 AM RT @ampwilson: Let's not get distractd by interactive whiteboards - they are teacher-centric, complex @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

librarymall

9:51 AM RT @ampwilson: Road map: Start the "new norm" for teachers and students at Gr 4- 7 @chrkennedy #bcedsfu #sd36learn

MikeMoloneySD36

9:51 AM Agreed @beebeetea Thank you for all of those tweeting, for those who could not be there today! This is great to read! #bcedsfu

SueTonnesen

9:51 AM What is your "simple thing" in your district? #bcedsfu

ampwilson

9:50 AM Road map: Start the "new norm" for teachers and students at Gr 4- 7 @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

Kee2Education

9:50 AM C. Kennedy: Personalized does not equal individualized #bcedsfu

amboe_k

9:50 AM RT @AlanPronger RT @ampwilson: Don't get distractd by interactve wboards - they are teacher-centric, complex @chrkennedy #bcedsfu #sd36learn

Davesd45

9:49 AM Personalized learning is NOT individualized learning -- it's not have 200 different lesson plans for each teacher @chrkennedy # bcedsfu

MHyndes

9:49 AM Personalized does not equal individualized #bcedsfu @chrkennedy

miguelb

9:49 AM Personalized is not Individualized. #bcedsfu @chrkennedy http://t.co/YVPLrXo6

ampwilson

9:49 AM Personalized learning is not individualized learning - we don't want every kid doing their own thing @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

Tutster21

9:48 AM RT @kayakcari: Devices need to be in kid's hands - on demand, as needed, no "sign out", just as ubiquitous as a pencil #bcedsfu

beebeetea

9:47 AM RT @kayakcari: Devices need to be in kid's hands - on demand, as needed, no "sign out", just as ubiquitous as a pencil #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

9:46 AM What the levels of Ed should be doing. #bcedsfu http://t.co/CkEs8LsG

miguelb

9:46 AM RT @amnewish: @chrkennedy Powerful learning agenda is not like a home Reno -- we only need 3 more ____ and we are done! #bcedsfu #sd36learn

cyberjohn07

9:46 AM @cuebc @chrkennedy Sorry, can't let that one pass. In many other cases, online learning is a perfect fit for student needs. #bcedsfu

miguelb

9:46 AM To be flexible. @chrkennedy #bcedsfu http://t.co/nWpTeKzf

SueTonnesen

9:46 AM Smartboards in every classroom are renos and not a learning agenda (Chris Kennedy)...#bcedsfu

beebeetea

9:46 AM Loving all the info from #bcedsfu! Thanks to all those tweeting from all of us reading. Sounds awesome so far!

amboe_k

9:45 AM @kayakcari: ipads not the answer for everything but they are great for some things #bcedsfu #sd36learn

kayakcari

9:45 AM Devices need to be in kid's hands - on demand, as needed, no "sign out", just as ubiquitous as a pencil #bcedsfu

UVicPL21

9:45 AM Tune in to hear @chrkennedy live at #bcedsfu on targeting tech for maximizing student benefit bit.ly/ds106radio4life via @grantpotter

_valeriei

9:44 AM Tune in to hear @chrkennedy live at #bcedsfu on targeting tech for maximizing student benefit bit.ly/ds106radio4life via @grantpotter #bced

AlanPronger

9:44 AM RT @ampwilson: Let's not get distractd by interactive whiteboards - they are teacher-centric, complex @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

WestshoreLife

9:44 AM RT @bcedplan: Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit conference today. Follow convo at #bcedsfu. #bcedplan

amnewish

9:43 AM @chrkennedy Powerful learning agenda is not like a home Reno -- we only need 3 more ____ and we are done! #bcedsfu #sd36learn

ker251

9:43 AM @chrkennedy tech shouldn't be like a renovation...it needs a learning agenda. Not how many, but how to train and support. #bcedsfu

AlanPronger

9:43 AM RT @ampwilson: IPads or slates for K-3, special ed - but I'm not sold on iPads for rest of programs - keyboards important for literacy @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

fvdes_news

9:43 AM RT @davemccr: If you don't have a distributed learning plan. Don't start one. Their time has passed. Via Chris Kennedy #bcedsfu

ampwilson

9:43 AM Let's not get distractd by interactive whiteboards - they are teacher-centric, complex @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

vjstevenson820

9:42 AM Be transformative....create spaces for students to be creative..it's not the device. Stick to the learning agenda @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

AlanPronger

9:42 AM Couldn't agree more (written on my iPad) @kayakcari: ipads not the answer for everything but they are great for some things #bcedsfu

fvdes_news

9:42 AM RT @amnewish: @chrkennedy Don't let business agenda override learning agenda --made by learning people #bcedsfu #sd36learn

marlenegolf

9:42 AM Let's not get distracted with clickers and smart boards #bcedsfu

_valeriei

9:42 AM @jagill Sorry I'm missing it. I registered for it but decided to stay for #UVicPL21 today and tonight @UVicPL21 #bcedsfu

tmalloff

9:42 AM Apps shouldn't be a digital carnival for prizes and badges #bcedsfu sd8

amboe_k

9:42 AM RT @cuebc If you don't do distributed learning, don't start. Many bad fits for kids who needed f2f teachers @chrkennedy #bcedsfu #sd36learn

ampwilson

9:41 AM IPads or slates for K-3, special ed - but I'm not sold on iPads for rest of programs - keyboards important for literacy @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

miguelb

9:41 AM RT @kayakcari: ipads not the answer for everything but they are great for some things #bcedsfu

amboe_k

9:40 AM @chrkennedy Technology support reports to business side of organization. Wrong. Have decision making by educators #sd36learn #bcedsfu

kayakcari

9:40 AM ipads not the answer for everything but they are great for some things #bcedsfu

AlanPronger

9:39 AM Seems more realistic for low income families MT @bmooreintheloop: Let's go beyond BYOD: 1/3 owned, 1/3 leased, 1/3 provided #bcedsfu

amnewish

9:39 AM @chrkennedy Don't let business agenda override learning agenda --made by learning people #bcedsfu #sd36learn

MHyndes

9:39 AM RT @ampwilson: No jurisdiction has the money to put a device in every child's hand - 1/3 owned, 1/3 leased, 1/3 provided is a strategy @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

ampwilson

9:39 AM Create a model in your district that allows technology to report to both the learning and the business side @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

sbeleznay

9:39 AM RT @bmooreintheloop: "If you don't have distributed learning - don't start" @chrkennedy #bcedsfu #edchat

davemccr

9:39 AM If you don't have a distributed learning plan. Don't start one. Their time has passed. Via Chris Kennedy #bcedsfu

ltnpbs

9:38 AM Make sure the right kids are involved in online learning, some need more human contact, not less @chrkennedy#bcedsfu

cuebc

9:38 AM Really hoping I got that last quote correctly worded. #bcedsfu @chrkennedy

MHyndes

9:38 AM RT @LombardiMike: @Chrkennedy Teacher-Librarians can lead the technology movement in schools! #vsb39 #bcedsfu

cuebc

9:38 AM If you don't do distributed learning, don't start - many cases of bad fits for kids who really needed f2f teachers @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

9:38 AM RT @jagill: Give technology to teachers first. This will create the greatest impact @chrkennedy #bcedsfu http://t.co/2lJX0ZOd

ampwilson

9:37 AM If you don't have distributive learning - don't start. @chrkennedy Raised some eyebrows here! #bcedsfu

bmooreintheloop

9:37 AM If you don't have distributed learning - don't start @chrkennedy #bcedsfu #edchat

amboe_k

9:37 AM No jurisdiction has the money to put a device in every child's hand - 1/3 owned, 1/3 leased, 1/3 provided is a strategy #bcedsfu #sd36learn

bkuhn

9:36 AM RT @ampwilson: No jurisdiction has the money to put a device in every child's hand - 1/3 owned, 1/3 leased, 1/3 provided is a strategy @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

9:36 AM RT @amboe_k: @chrkennedy Don't do computer helping teachers. Have literacy do digital literacy. literacy teacher has to be digital #sd36learn #bcedsfu

gferrie

9:36 AM Geoff Stead new technologies, and how they can be used for integration, learning, communication & collab http://t.co/g1Qx8Par #bced #bcedsfu

davemccr

9:35 AM POD formula varies across locales. 1/3 owned. 1/3 leased. 1/3 provided. Things need to be equitable. Via Chris Kennedy #bcedsfu

AlanPronger

9:35 AM I will be following along during my recess and lunch breaks #bcedsfu

jonhamlin

9:35 AM Mobile device strategy for schools #bcedsfu http://t.co/M1IWEBWJ

bmooreintheloop

9:34 AM Let's go beyond BYOD: 1/3 owned, 1/3 leased, 1/3 provided is a strategy #bcedsfu

tangomanfromqc

9:34 AM RT @amboe_k: @chrkennedy Honor students by not dumping students or staff data every summer. Give them choice to store 10 years Personal learning #bcedsfu

philipmulder

9:34 AM Ya, after he was born in #yeg ".@Neilstephenson: A tool is never just a tool. McLuhan taught us that. #bcedsfu"

ampwilson

9:34 AM No jurisdiction has the money to put a device in every child's hand - 1/3 owned, 1/3 leased, 1/3 provided is a strategy @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

bmooreintheloop

9:33 AM Rockridge teacher team doing inquiry around embedding digital portfolio / reflection in fine arts #bcedsfu #bced #edchat

tangomanfromqc

9:33 AM RT @ltnpbs: The Arts are integrated with Technology, not replaced by it @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

amboe_k

9:33 AM RT @cuebc What's a personally owned device strategy? We need a strategy other than "bring em if you got'em" @chrkennedy #bcedsfu #sd36learn

fvdes_news

9:33 AM @chrkennedy We need to be models for our students #bcedsfu #sd33leaders

AlanPronger

9:33 AM RT @Davesd45: Learning with technology is really about personalizing the experience for every student. #bcedsfu

tangomanfromqc

9:33 AM RT @cuebc: 5 years from now there will still be schools, and they will be the centers of our community @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

amboe_k

9:32 AM RT @cuebc: 5 years from now there will still be schools, and they will be the centers of our community @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

amboe_k

9:32 AM RT @davemccr: What do personalization and literacy really mean? teachers need to be comfortable first #bcedsfu

Kee2Education

9:32 AM C. Kennedy: P & VP's need to lead. Need to invest in P's & VP's. #bcedsfu

ltnpbs

9:32 AM The Arts are integrated with Technology, not replaced by it @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

amboe_k

9:31 AM @chrkennedy Don't do computer helping teachers. Have literacy do digital literacy. literacy teacher has to be digital #sd36learn #bcedsfu

LombardiMike

9:30 AM @Chrkennedy Teacher-Librarians can lead the technology movement in schools! #vsb39 #bcedsfu

ampwilson

9:30 AM Leaders need to model and engage in digital spaces if we say that kids need to learn and play in this space @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

tmalloff

9:30 AM Modeling digital literacy is critical for learning leaders #bcedsfu #sd8_pln

slater_45

9:30 AM @chrkennedy Literacy helping teacher is also the digital-literacy helping teacher. You don't have a computer-helping teacher. #bcedsfu

kayakcari

9:29 AM WVSD student dashboards are changing the way kids engage with each other, their teachers and the curriculum #bcedsfu

miguelb

9:29 AM RT @amboe_k: @chrkennedy Honor students by not dumping students or staff data every summer. Give them choice to store 10 years Personal learning #bcedsfu

ampwilson

9:29 AM Leading the change are our principals and vice-principals - and our teacher-librarians @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

amnewish

9:28 AM @chrkennedy honor students by not dumping their work every summer #bcedsfu

miguelb

9:28 AM Who leads? Principals and VicePrincipals. #bcedsfu @chrkennedy then Teacher Librarians and other key people. http://t.co/qqwWZCqg

librarymall

9:28 AM @chrkennedy We don't trust each other in BC. We all want to make a difference in students learning. #bcedsfu #sd36learn #edchat #library

jagill

9:28 AM Give technology to teachers first. This will create the greatest impact @chrkennedy #bcedsfu http://t.co/2lJX0ZOd

amboe_k

9:28 AM @chrkennedy Honor students by not dumping students or staff data every summer. Give them choice to store 10 years Personal learning #bcedsfu

gr8canadianland

9:27 AM RT @WestVanSchools: @chrkennedy is presenting today at the "Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit" - follow along at #bcedsfu

ampwilson

9:27 AM In @WestVanSchools use student dashboards for kids to communicate and collaborate in their own digital space @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

sfueducation

9:27 AM RT @amboe_k: @bbeairsto. Don't have to be a mechanic to effectively use Vehicle. Don't have to be techy to use technology. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

Davesd45

9:27 AM Personalized learning includes giving every student space on the web for their own 'stuff'. #bcedsfu

miguelb

9:27 AM RT @cuebc: What's a personally owned device strategy look like? We need a strategy other than "bring em if you got'em" @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

miguelb

9:27 AM RT @cuebc: What's a personally owned device strategy look like? We need a strategy other than "bring em if you got'em" @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

miguelb

9:26 AM Bring your own stuff. #bcedsfu @chrkennedy honour kids. http://t.co/LxQyduZ0

cuebc

9:26 AM What's a personally owned device strategy look like? We need a strategy other than "bring em if you got'em" @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

davemccr

9:26 AM teachers will always push the boundaries Chris Kennedy #bcedsfu

beebeetea

9:26 AM Wish I was there! Follow “@chrkennedy: Join in the conversation today: Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit - Hashtag: #bcedsfu”

plorette

9:25 AM Transformation is not a pilot project @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

cuebc

9:24 AM 5 years from now there will still be schools, and they will be the centers of our community @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

ampwilson

9:24 AM Give technology to teachers first, then to students - teachers must have the tools they need for the modern classroom @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

Davesd45

9:24 AM Technology usage is not a 'pilot project'. It's critical to what we need to move forward #bcedsfu

davemccr

9:24 AM What do personalization and literacy really mean? teachers need to be comfortable first #bcedsfu

bkuhn

9:24 AM RT @amnewish: In 5 yrs there will still be schools-- It's what's happening inside the schools that matter #bcedsfu #sd36learn

grantpotter

9:24 AM @Neilstephenson #bcedsfu "The wheel is an extension of the foot"

miguelb

9:23 AM RT @ker251: @chrkennedy Learning, not technology is the driver. Technology supports it. #bcedsfu #edtech #ipads69

bkuhn

9:23 AM we will continue to have what do we do with it now as new tech arrives via @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

ampwilson

9:23 AM This is not a pilot project - we are moving this forward - this is a global movement that public ed needs to be part of @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

amnewish

9:23 AM In 5 yrs there will still be schools-- It's what's happening inside the schools that matter #bcedsfu #sd36learn

JodyLanglois

9:23 AM @ckennedy "learning not technology is the driver" #bcedsfu

ker251

9:23 AM @chrkennedy Learning, not technology is the driver. Technology supports it. #bcedsfu #edtech #ipads69

ltnpbs

9:22 AM Learning, not the technology matters @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

davemccr

9:22 AM Learning not technology will be the driver #bcedsfu #Chriskennedy

amboe_k

9:22 AM RT @cuebc Chris Kennedy is sharing his ideas on how we should not use technology to do things the old way, but faster #bcedsfu #sd36learn

LombardiMike

9:22 AM Chris Kennedy Challenges to tech change in #bced: No need, no $, no hurry, no desire, no trust! #bcedsfu

kayakcari

9:22 AM Technology enables personalized learning #bcedsfu

ampwilson

9:21 AM All students with access - technology can cross boundaries of geography and access @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

Davesd45

9:21 AM Learning with technology is really about personalizing the experience for every student. #bcedsfu

miguelb

9:21 AM All students with access is transformative. #bcedsfu @chrkennedy provides equity, overcomes obstacles. http://t.co/jFVWEcTc

amboe_k

if I'd asked my customers what they wanted, they would have told me 'a faster horse', Henry Ford via @chrkennedy #bcedsfu #sd36learn
167659299777163264alisidow2/9/20129:21 AMRT @slater_45: @chrkennedy Technology must allow opportunities to do things differently, not just do old things better. #bcedsfu
167659147565875200Neilstephenson2/9/20129:20 AMA tool is never just a tool. McLuhan taught us that. #bcedsfu
167659066569654273bkuhn2/9/20129:20 AMRT @Lorfehr: Honour our teachers, support the potential for change, watch the future change for our children #bcedsfu
9:21 AM 167658976157253632mrjtyler2/9/20129:19 AMThe goal is not about the stuff" but about making a difference for children in a digital world. Chrkennedy #bcedsfu

miguelb

9:19 AM RT @ltnpbs: Classrooms look different, it's not the stuff, it's Relevant, connected, unlimited@chrkennedy#bcedsfu

ampwilson

9:19 AM It's not about the technology - but transformation can't be done without the technology @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

9:19 AM RT @jagill: Why we don't change the way we teach and how we integrate tech #bcedsfu http://t.co/Mtg3T9Gd

Lorfehr

9:19 AM Honour our teachers, support the potential for change, watch the future change for our children #bcedsfu

miguelb

9:19 AM The goal is not the stuff. @chrkennedy #bcedsfu http://t.co/G8zUoBlm

ltnpbs

9:19 AM Classrooms look different, it's not the stuff, it's Relevant, connected, unlimited@chrkennedy#bcedsfu

cuebc

9:18 AM Chris Kennedy is sharing his ideas on how we should not use technology to do things the old way, but faster #bcedsfu - seeking transform chg

ampwilson

9:18 AM Know what teachers want - to do something meaningful and engaging @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

jagill

9:17 AM Why we don't change the way we teach and how we integrate tech #bcedsfu http://t.co/Mtg3T9Gd

vicdale

9:17 AM RT @ker251: "if I asked my customers what they wanted, they would have said a faster horse" Henry Ford. share a sense of what is possible #bcedsfu

miguelb

9:17 AM RT @bkuhn: "if I'd asked my customers what they wanted, they would have told me 'a faster horse', Henry Ford via @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

jeremychobbs

9:17 AM RT @bkuhn: "if I'd asked my customers what they wanted, they would have told me 'a faster horse', Henry Ford via @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

librarymall

9:17 AM @chrkennedy We want to go where Finland goes next Concentrate on tech backbone infrastructure #sd36learn #bcedsfu #bctla #edchat #library

miguelb

9:17 AM #bcedsfu @chrkennedy 5 Obstacles http://t.co/1ov4gczd

vicdale

bkuhn

9:16 AM RT @slater_45: @chrkennedy Technology must allow opportunities to do things differently, not just do old things better. #bcedsfu
if I'd asked my customers what they wanted, they would have told me 'a faster horse', Henry Ford via @chrkennedy #bcedsfu
167658203964915712ker2512/9/20129:16 AMif I asked my customers what they wanted, they would have said a faster horse" Henry Ford. share a sense of what is possible
9:16 AM #bcedsfu

Davesd45

9:16 AM CKennedy - Only when you show what is possible can we make a significant difference. It's not about working harder. #bcedsfu

miguelb

9:16 AM @chrkennedy #bcedsfu not just about doing the same thing, but better. Not ok to just say "teach harder" http://t.co/Aicydwta

ampwilson

9:15 AM Do old things better. Do new things you couldn't do at all. Digital learning via @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

tmalloff

9:15 AM Let's not go where Finland is, but where they want to go #bced #bcedsfu #sd8_pln

slater_45

9:15 AM @chrkennedy Technology must allow opportunities to do things differently, not just do old things better. #bcedsfu

ampwilson

9:13 AM Supporting the ongoing technology backbone refresh is now part of annual budget - can't go forward without this @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

fvdes_news

9:13 AM “@ltnpbs: We need to go where Finland is going Next @ckennedy #bcedsfu” #sd33leaders

LombardiMike

9:12 AM RT @ccitsd79: #bcedsfu Chris Kennedy challenges us to go to where Finland is going next #vsb39

plorette

9:12 AM let's not go where Finland is at, let's go where Finland is going and get there first @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

ker251

9:11 AM Content is not the curric, focus on collaboration, self-reliance, bring the content to new skills & focus.@chriskennedy #bcedsfu #edtech

ccitsd79

9:11 AM #bcedsfu Chris Kennedy challenges us to go to where Finland is going next

ampwilson

9:10 AM I don't want to go where Finland is - I want to go where Finland is going next - better and faster @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

ltnpbs

9:10 AM We need to go where Finland is going Next @ckennedy #bcedsfu

gary_kern

9:10 AM @chrkennedy" we aren't just creating fake real situations, but real real situations..." #bcedsfu

TimDressel

9:10 AM Superintendent west van chris Kennedy #bcedsfu http://t.co/Hf9NtKqF

PeterJory

9:10 AM RT @chrkennedy: NEW POST on Culture of Yes - Driving Innovation in K-12 http://t.co/l83RSZ3Q #bcedsfu #bced

Kee2Education

9:10 AM Chris Kennedy: Nothing more important than a relevant K-12 education #bcedsfu

ltnpbs

9:09 AM Chris K - I used to be the Giver of Content. It's not about any one subject, it's about a Way @ckennedy #bcedsfu

ampwilson

9:09 AM Talking more about the content and connecting to the world than about technology now @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

Davesd45

9:09 AM CKennedy - How do we connect the world of school to the world outside of school? #bcedsfu

librarymall

9:09 AM @chrkennedy Movement of Ed change can't be stopped, we are doing the work everyday in our classrooms #bcedsfu #sd36learn #bctla

LombardiMike

9:09 AM @chrkennedy 'The World has Changed....ThevWay we Educate them Should Change Too!' #bcedsfu #vsb39 #bced

ampwilson

9:08 AM Community, parents, trustees, teachers, students talking about the same thing - it is a movement that can't be stopped @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

sbeleznay

9:08 AM RT @ltnpbs: Bruce Beairsto - twitter is part of re imagining the way we communicate and learn #bcedsfu

Davesd45

9:07 AM The BC Education Plan has put on paper what we already know what we need to do with technology - already in the daily lives of kids#bcedsfu

librarymall

9:07 AM @chrkennedy we are all invested in public Ed We all have children real or adopted in the system #bcedsfu #sd36learn

ampwilson

9:07 AM Nothing more important than a relevant K-12 system - not dependent on #bcedplan - doesn't need gov agenda @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

ltnpbs

9:06 AM Chris Kennedy- speed of change that we have to stay relevant is daunting in Education. Things have to keep moving, to keep up #bcedsfu

plorette

9:06 AM Nothing more important then a relevant k-12 education system @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

tyurkowski

9:06 AM Because of Twitter, I am able to listen and participate today from across the globe #bcedsfu

mrjtyler

9:06 AM Nothing more important than a relevant K-12 public education system. @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

Lorfehr

9:05 AM Listening to @chrkennedy talk about a 'relevant' K-12 system #bcedsfu

ampwilson

9:05 AM i am personally invested in this conversation - I have 4 kids in #bced system - I know it has to be different @chrkennedy #bcedsfu

bkuhn

9:04 AM RT @ltnpbs: Bruce Beairsto - twitter is part of re imagining the way we communicate and learn #bcedsfu

ampwilson

9:03 AM own it, guide it, engage with it @chrkennedy on tech and learning in K-12 public ed #bcedsfu

ltnpbs

9:03 AM Bruce Beairsto - twitter is part of re imagining the way we communicate and learn #bcedsfu

miguelb

9:03 AM @chrkennedy speaking at #bcedsfu http://t.co/z53GXrxJ http://t.co/OsDjPckZ

ker251

9:03 AM Like the metaphor..."you don't need to be a mechanic to drive a car, you don't need to be a tech to teach with technology" #bcedsfu#ipads69

robzandee

9:03 AM First up, Chris Kennedy #bcedsfu

amboe_k

9:02 AM An impt question in our digital age RT@plorette: "How can tech best support #bcedplan" Robin Brayne" #bcedsfu. Or how best support learning?

tmalloff

9:02 AM Enhancement vs Transformation #bcedsfu #edtechbc

amnewish

9:02 AM @bbeairsto transformative tech = finding success in different ways # bcedsfu #sd36learn

miguelb

9:01 AM SAMR model at #bcedsfu http://t.co/BR9LtOVn

amboe_k

9:01 AM RT @ampwilson: @bbeairsto "I have to be a really techy tech tech to be involved in 21st C learning" common misconception #bcedsfu

jonhamlin

9:01 AM Tech Transformation: The SAMR Model http://t.co/FLeggT0j #bcedsfu

TimDressel

9:00 AM SAMR #bcedsfu

srmkennedy

8:58 AM RT @chrkennedy: NEW POST on Culture of Yes - Driving Innovation in K-12 http://t.co/l83RSZ3Q #bcedsfu #bced

grantpotter

8:58 AM RT .@HankSoda #bcedsfu Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit http://t.co/sIomQjP1 /LIVE listen: http://t.co/J161zMYA

amboe_k

8:57 AM @bbeairsto. Don't have to be a mechanic to effectively use Vehicle. Don't have to be techy to use technology. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

srmkennedy

8:57 AM RT @WestVanSchools: @chrkennedy is presenting today at the "Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit" - follow along at #bcedsfu

Davesd45

8:57 AM You don't have to be a 'techie' to take advantage of technology as a tool for better instruction #bcedsfu

bcedplan

8:56 AM An impt question in our digital age RT@plorette: "How can tech best support #bcedplan" Robin Brayne" #bcedsfu

ampwilson

8:56 AM @bbeairsto "I have to be a really techy tech tech to be involved in 21st C learning" common misconception #bcedsfu

librarymall

8:55 AM With @bbeairsto excellent framing of idea What will we do tomorrow with what we have today #sd36learn #bcedsfu #edchat #bctla

ampwilson

8:54 AM An older gen observation: Feels impolite to tweet while speaker talking. Technology and learning #bcedsfu

amboe_k

8:54 AM B Beairsto. 21th C learning same as 20th bringing personal skills to be successful in outside world to the fore. #bcedsfu #sd36learn

Lorfehr

8:53 AM Join the conv about leveraging the potential of tech to help all students create, comm, collab. Join the conv at #bcedsfu #bced #sd8_pln

LombardiMike

8:51 AM Looking forward to SFU 'Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit' conference at SFU H/S. #vsb39 #bcedsfu

librarymall

8:51 AM #bcedsfu Eager to start learning about complex issue of tech 4 transformative uses & best choices for learning, focus on real world issues

miguelb

8:51 AM @keithrispin Audio feed apparently “@ampwilson: Listen live via @hanksoda #bcedsfu http://t.co/QQRiN0z1 /LIVE listen: http://t.co/9qgrhia9”

robzandee

8:50 AM Beginning conference "targeting technology for maximum student benefit" #bcedsfu

fvdes_news

8:50 AM Looking to learn a great deal at the Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit. #bcedsfu

bctla

8:50 AM TL Leadership :) RT @chrkennedy NEW POST on Culture of Yes - Driving Innovation in K-12 bit.ly/zN7pEU #bcedsfu #bced

cuebc

8:50 AM RT @jonhamlin: BC Learning plan and empowerment through technology #bcedsfu http://t.co/ps2ekQ8V

amboe_k

8:49 AM RT @cuebc At Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit symposium #bcedsfu 34 school district's and numerous Ed bodies here #sd36learn

WestVanSchools

8:49 AM @chrkennedy is presenting today at the "Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit" - follow along at #bcedsfu

ampwilson

8:49 AM Listen live via @hanksoda #bcedsfu Targeting Technology for Max Student Benefit http://t.co/M4yWzse5 /LIVE listen: http://t.co/0MKEM2YS

sbeleznay

8:48 AM RT @chrkennedy: NEW POST on Culture of Yes - Driving Innovation in K-12 http://t.co/l83RSZ3Q #bcedsfu #bced

jonhamlin

8:47 AM BC Learning plan and empowerment through technology #bcedsfu http://t.co/ps2ekQ8V

HankSoda

8:47 AM #bcedsfu Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit http://t.co/Vw0KcdAm /LIVE listen: http://t.co/7Fp3X5ZX

cuebc

8:47 AM At Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit symposium #bcedsfu 34 school district's and numerous Ed bodies in attendance.

ampwilson

8:46 AM Looking forward to @chrkennedy 's prez at 9 am on Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benfit #bcedsfu

miguelb

8:45 AM Robin Brayne opening #bcedsfu event this morning. http://t.co/SejKEzPQ

SueTonnesen

Looking forward to the day...the room is alive with conversation and technology...#bcedsfu #Edchat
167650020143792129bkuhn2/9/20128:44 AMRT @chrkennedy: NEW POST on Culture of Yes - Driving Innovation in K-12 http://t.co/l83RSZ3Q #bcedsfu #bced
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ds106radio

8:44 AM LIVE with #ds106radio #bcedsfu Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit http://t.co/BTnj9DvI

SteveRauh

8:42 AM RT @chrkennedy: NEW POST on Culture of Yes - Driving Innovation in K-12 http://t.co/l83RSZ3Q #bcedsfu #bced

mrjtyler

8:40 AM Looking fw to the day led by @chrkennedy @bkuhn & @bbeairsto #bcedsfu

PeterVogel

8:35 AM Love to be at #bcedsfu today... other issues pressing unfortunately ... physics contest, Chromebooks initiative etc.

Neilstephenson

8:33 AM RT @chrkennedy: Join in the conversation today: Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit - beginning at 8:30 am Pacific - Hashtag: #bcedsfu

amnewish

8:29 AM Buzzzz in room@#bcedsfu targeting tech 4 maximum st benefit #sd36learn

miguelb

8:28 AM Attending #bcedsfu event (@ SFU Segal Graduate School of Business) http://t.co/YS2iJ2NM

Keithrispin

8:28 AM @miguelb ...or perhaps ride a bike. Green innovation in the classroom. #bcedsfu #bced

miguelb

8:24 AM “@Keithrispin: #bcedsfu #bced ... Can't innovation take a bus?” Or the SkyTrain?

jonhamlin

8:24 AM I don't think I have ever seen as many iPad's in one room before #bcedsfu

jonhamlin

8:21 AM Getting started at #bcedsfu

TimDressel

8:11 AM At targeting tech for Max student benefit conference #bcedsfu

Neilstephenson

8:10 AM Stuck in traffic on the way to #bcedsfu. @chrkennedy wait for us!

Neilstephenson

8:09 AM RT @chrkennedy: NEW POST on Culture of Yes - Driving Innovation in K-12 http://t.co/l83RSZ3Q #bcedsfu #bced

Keithrispin

8:09 AM RT @chrkennedy: NEW POST - Culture of Yes - Driving Innovation in K-12 http://t.co/vOGK6rUc #bcedsfu #bced ... Can't innovation take a bus?

dgregg

8:08 AM Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit #bcedsfu

chrkennedy

8:06 AM NEW POST on Culture of Yes - Driving Innovation in K-12 http://t.co/l83RSZ3Q #bcedsfu #bced

mrjtyler

7:55 AM Just arrived at "targeting Technology for Max. Student Benefit" #bcedsfu

SueTonnesen

7:23 AM RT @chrkennedy: Join in the conversation today: Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit - beginning at 8:30 am Pacific - Hashtag: #bcedsfu

maschak

7:20 AM RT @chrkennedy: Join in the conversation today: Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit - beginning at 8:30 am Pacific - Hashtag: #bcedsfu

justjane68

7:19 AM RT @chrkennedy: Join in the conversation today: Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit - beginning at 8:30 am Pacific - Hashtag: #bcedsfu

johnjenningswv

7:08 AM RT @chrkennedy: Join in the conversation today: Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit - beginning at 8:30 am Pacific - Hashtag: #bcedsfu

bryanhughes

6:50 AM RT @chrkennedy: Join in the conversation today: Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit - beginning at 8:30 am Pacific - Hashtag: #bcedsfu

bkuhn

6:48 AM RT @chrkennedy: Join in the conversation today: Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit - beginning at 8:30 am Pacific - Hashtag: #bcedsfu

chrkennedy

6:47 AM Join in the conversation today: Targeting Technology for Maximum Student Benefit - beginning at 8:30 am Pacific - Hashtag: #bcedsfu

bkuhn

7:55 PM #bced looking fwd to presenting after @chrkennedy on Thursday, hope he doesn't scope me! Follow along with #bcedsfu 830-330 Feb 9

